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Intended to assist Agency for Internatibnal
Development officers, aidvisors, and health officials'in incorporaeing
health planning into national plans for economic development, this s

tenth of ten volumes in the International Health Planning Methods
series ls with t-he relationship between health and economic .
derelop. t. In an introduction, W. Boyd Litttell difflcuqses the three
artial'es'which make up this volume. Health, Income elitribution, and

'Sourceof Health Expenditures in Developing Countries, bq Milton I.
Roeme'r, addressed the issues of income and health spending. To
improve the general health of the population, he suggefts increased
public sector speading for health services. In A Systems Perspeotive
on.Health and Development, Paul O. Wooler, Jr. (1) summarizes*th?
issues aqsociated icith.the defi,nition and measurement of health and
(2) describes the uses ahd limitations of various methods,
particularly as related to less developed countries (LDCs). Theodore
D. Woolsey's paper,-Needed Development Research for Measuring the
Health,of Populations in the 1,DCs, first.sets out eight principles
clarifying the meaning and importance of Hhealth. He then summarizes

. keylissues in the health and development dilemma 6efore discussing
the\effe:ts of improved health upon scicioeconomic development. To
bring the needed clarity to this matter of health and development, he
recommends systems analysis. (YLS)
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The International HeaJ.h Plann
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The series consitts of ten basi
health issues considered vital
-These ten volumes are suplaame*
the International Health Re
reference material in the same
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Public Health Service46n.
l Development.

.umes which cover a variety ef
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The six aupporng docuMent iJ the Internapional Health Reference
Series contain reports of liter ure surveys and bibliographies

.

in selected kubject areas iiTh se are intended for 'the serious
resdarcher and are lessiapp ol3 iate for broad field distribution.

.The.volumes in the Warns ional Hilth Planning Methods Seriek
contain the collective of rt of q zens of experienced profess-
ionals wfin have contribut d knowledge,.research and organizational
skills. Tfitough this ef ort 'they hope to provide the AID field
,officer and his host country counterparts,with a systematic
',approach to health planning in developing countries.
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PREFA9E TO VOLUME TEN'

is volume *deals with thikeelicate relationship between health 9nd
,acasomic.development, expressed here dramatically as a choict between
hicalth or wealth. It is the tenth volume in-a series of works known
collectively as.the Internatitonal Health Planning Methods Series.

The, series was produc4a\by the Office of International Health on
raqu se.of the Agency for International Development to provide ,

AID advisors and nations health officials in developing countries
with critically needed gu elineslor incorporating health planning
int() national plans for ec c development:

This velume tonsists of three authoritative articles by recognized
experts in the field of internatiOnai health. authors are
Dr. Milton I. Roemer, Professor of Public Heal and Preventive
Medidine at the Medical School. of ihp Uniyer y of California,Ile
Los AMgeles; Theodore D. Woolsey, former director of the National
Center'for Health Statistics; and Dr. Paul 0. Wooley, Associate

. Professor of Health Planning it Pennsylvania State University.

Theie three artales are,discussed,'fdrothermore, in, a detailed and
very perieptive introduction written by Professor W. Aoyd.Littrell,
DeVartment of SociologyAiniversity of Nebraska. Given the scope
of Professor Littrell's !Introductory cpments any detailed remarks
about specific papers here would be redundanti .

Treparation f this volume was undertaken fot the Office of Interne-
, tional Health by CPI Assoiiates, Inc:, Dallas, Texas. CPI was
originally con *acted in 1976 to develop alternative methods of
disseminating developing country-specific health information.
Analyses of exis ing documents, a survey ofusers of country-specific
information, and conference on the subject followed.. The papers
in this volume the culmination of that process and serve to
focus clearly the ssues and dilemmas of health veraus development
investments.

The basic dilemma is equently expressed in the form of the follow-i,

ing questions: Is ecdnomic development essential for improved
health, or is improved health required fot economic development?



These ,three papers point out that neither 'alternative' is.very
Promising aless supported by reliable asseasments of locsil, health
needs and resources. A suggested middle path inclndes idehtifica-
tion of specific health sector targets, upon which imblit:spending
can be concentrated to Make a mio -- impaqt upba overall health

N..... Iimprovement. -- 1

. The ci.Intributors to this volume have frequently expresseaversonal
poiits of view with reference to specifit health projects.° 'tibiae
their\ viewpoints generally coincide with orginigations or agertc.ies

with Whom they pare associated, the material in this manual 'should,
not be` construed to reflect ,the official polidrof any agency or
organization.

,-7
44.

. Paul T. Ahmea
Project Officer f
Office of' International Health
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NTRODUCTIO4,

The thrge essays in this ioiume address4a 'vety difficuli dilemma

regarding the relation between ealth and tge economic development.of

tefs developed countries. The diieia is this: econalnic development

appears to be pne Vrerequisite or at least an important condition) of

imprpved lytalth of natibns' popu ations. 'Hui improved health may itself

be en important.factor in promot ng the economic development of less dev-

eloped countries.
,

The dilemma is made more treatherouè by.the fact that one can

invariehly find eXceptions to both,horns. That is, one can find less ,

developed nations that have far higher standards of health than others.

This suggesta that better health is\not tied by some iron'law to speci-

fic' stages.of,development. Moreover it.raises the possibility that Less

developed nations may make important\strides toward solving health .prob-

lems without completing the stages of economic development. On the

other side.oi the matter, some nations that have made iMporiant progress

toward edonamic development continue to have profoundly.pevere haalth

problems. India is a good example.

The dileMma of health and development poses'formidable problems

fii policy'makers in the governments of less developed countries. .In

what proportions should they allocate resources .forveconamic development*

rather than immediate health improvement mepsures? By .0hat caldulus

dodsone,measure the political,and the'humdn benefits of immediate or

short-run.health improvements and.compare them with the long-term bene-

.fits to public heelth that may accompany general economic development?.

Such questions have plagued officials in $ess developed countries for

decades.

* The dilemma of health and economic development has'important, iiker-

national consequencee as well as national otles. How can more developed

countries assist less developed ones in order to improve health? Should

.athe more-deveioped countries think in terms of long- or shori-range

effects? And most difficult of all, whit does one do when the more

developed countries settle on a strategy--a long-range one, for example--

in the tace Of a decision by less developed countries to move along op-

posite lines? Given the present state of-knowledge .there is no simple,

answer to the question of haw_developed nations can best assist the less .

'daeloped ones. Because health refers to such immediate human probloms,

and becauiebitter human suffering and death may be kn the balancer

the health and-development dilemma is both very difficult and urgently

I -



important.

The dilemma of health an4 development rudely snubs many common
ways of thinking. For example we often think that we can teach a sound
'solution to dilemmas if we exert enough effort, collect solid information,
analyze it according to the canons of science, and get the best "experts"
to create a gameplan based on the newly acquired knowledge. But the -

example adumbrated in the preceding paragraph (in whiciftwo nations
decided differently About how to improve health in the less developed
one) defips the common approach.\ ;n that example, both nations were
"right.- That is, the less de!eloped nation can easily justify the
decision,to move on a short-term basis. Moreover, it can do so appeal-
ing to the highest principles of morality,(as distinguished.from 'the
more muddane demands of politics). ,Gross suffering demands-immediate

- attention. The .mote.developed natio'', however, may also lie right. A
long-term strategy of development may indeed reduce the mortality and
morbidity rates over a ten- or twenty-year period. Indeed, fewer people
may die over thi long haul. . s

Often, however, calculations of both long- ancl, short-term stra-
tegies for improving the health of less developed cOuntries come to ruin.
Either no informationexists or existing-inforpation inadequate ta
calc 1 te much of anything. Th 'first two papers in this volume address
the di icult problems associated with gathering information for health
,qssessmen and planning that can be useful in the less developed nations.

1. Both author recommend starting points for practical activities aimed
at the develo ment ofsinformation systems.

But we have already seen thati the existence of good infprmation
may not be adequate to the'osolutioh of health proplems in less developed
countries. In some cases the "right" information may make little prac-
tical diffetana without ccibsideration of the policy makers' situation
including the choices that are available to them.1 The faet dist "right"
information may fail to solve the dilemma suggests the need for alterna-
tive formulations of_ problems. t 2M pleased to report that thg three
papers in thia,yolume attempt to vloobjust that: force us to think dif-
ferently about'the dilemma of health and economic development. But the
pa0ers do more than discuss ways of looking at the.problem. All of the
auttiord suggest same technique or point of view that has inmediate ap-
'plication to the assessmentof health needs. The authors do.more than
tii,hard knots'into already.tanglecfskeins. They untie soie knots and
unravel somelkthe tore tangled elements of the dilemma.

The first of the three papers in this volume was prepared by Dr.
Milton I-. Roemer, Professor of public Health and Professor of Preven-
tive Medicine in the Medical School at the University of California,
Los.Angeles.. Dr-. Roemer has been asso5iated. with UCLA sinde 1962.

A
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Prior to that appointment, be taught at The Yale tniversity hool of

Medicine, Cornell University and at the Albert Einstein Medic I School.

Re has 'served in the U.S. Public Health,Serviceo the World Hea th Or-

ganization and the Departmpnt of Public Health in Saskatchewan Canada.

He has written more than a ddeen bOoks and monographs and numer s ar-

ticles that have been pubkished in professional jouinals and at hap-
_

ters of books.

Dr. Roemer addresses the issue of income and'health spending

develdping countries. He advances a liberal thesis: increased pub tic '

sector spending'ior.public health will improve the overall health of the

population,in developing countries. He recommends that less develope

countries adopt a goal of "equity" in their health policies. The aim f

equity is to develop proportional e4enditure among economic groups fo

health purposes. To illustrate his point Dr. Roemer examimed expendi-

tureb for health services in Guatemala in 1975 ana 1976. He found that

about 18 percent of the population in that country accounted for about

70 Oercent of the health service _expenditures. Conversely about 82

percent of the population had to be.serVed.with about 30"percent of the

health service expenditures.

Dr. Roemer concludes from this that the inequity 0C health expen-

ditures may be more important.than the acruat amount spept. Here Dr.

Roemer's thesis is developed in a particularly informilive way. He

notes that there is a curvilinear relationship betweep.national wealth

as measured by GNP and public health as mebsured by infant mortality.' .-

He found that there was a definite aElpoiation between GNP and infant

mortality: the tligher the GNP the_lower the infant mortality rates. -

However, the curvilinear aspect of Ehis association shows that the simple

fact of increased GNP is not ttie only factor operating to reduce infan[

mortality. 'For example,omne nations with relatively high GNP's have

far higher.infant mortality rates than other less developed nations

AplithequallyhighGNP's.What,heasks-explains this differe4nce? .

Dr. Roemer concludes that some other factor (or variable, it the '

language of the social sciences) must be operating as.well. He adjust-

ed the GNP of twenty less developed countriei with a measure of the de-'

gr.41v to which income is distributed among different groups in the pop-

ulation. After making this adjustment he found that the relation between

GNP apd infant mortality iv stronger. This finding meanp that the origi-

nal assakciation between GNP apa infant mortality was mediated by somb

other faCtor: the distribution of income. In plain language this means

that it ks important to have moved along tHe road,to development, but

_that the distril?ution of income within,a.country will also affect the

qualit,y of health at any point in ihe development process.

Dr. Roemer recommends that less developed countries attempt to equa-

- 3 -
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lize the distr,ibution/of at least health related expenditures fordif-
rerent,groups in the population.' This mqst.be accomplishia-by increas-
ingpublic sector spending fot health services. Dr. Roemer recommends
;that public spending/be used,to limit (but not'to eliminate) private

sector medicine: /. .

If public servicds are made, effective enough,
fewer and fewer, people, will purchase private .

ones. Ille need not be concerned about an
extremely small elite...who..will seek and pay
for'private health care.14.

AlthoUgh Dr. Roeier does not specifically discuss the matter, his
paper has impliCations for general policy among less'developed cimatries.

Dr. Roemer wou

/k

4 agree thet long-term commitment to economic development.
as a strategy for improving, health should bl/undertaken. However, in the

short-term si nificant gains can be made by increased public sector spend,-

ing for health.purposes. As diese expenditdres approach equity among
the various groups within a country's population, one can expect mess-
ureable imp ovement in the h 1th of the population.

di

.

If Dr., Roeindt is right, he has found a middle roaa for less developed
nations. /They need not await the long term benefits of.general eco-

nomic development to improve the health of their people. By identify-
ing specific targets.within the populationxand by focusing spending on

/
these po rer gfoups, the general health of the population will improve.

The lin of development in Dr. Roimer's pepey suggests A concrete start-
ing po:nt for decisions about policy within Less developed countries. The

substitution'of public spending in the health field for general i'ncople
eqdal t36 will help.the less developed countries buysitime: they can achieve

shor -term health gains withogt solving the difficult problems that
atte d the development of their entire economies.

/

Mr. Theodore Dt Woolsey, author orthe seconCpaper is a statis-

Jan who served the Federal government for nearly forty years-before

h s retirement in 1973. His distinguished career includes the direc-
orship of the National Center for Health Statistics, Chief of the Nation-

al Health Survey Division Of-that Center, Chief of Epidemiological
/Studies, Office ofdlealth Statistics and Methods in the Pubiic Health

Service, Chief of the spe ial surveys section of the National Office of
Vital Statiscics, among o her positions. He has, since his retirement, .

served as a &Insultant in tjaeareaof health statistics and methods of

research. He authored and co-authored nearly fifty professional areicles

and papers and has given numerous addresses.

Mr..Theodore Woolsey dispusses the many problems of measurement ....
associated witb health'issues in less developed countries. His discus-

-



sion is full of examples of the health vs. development dilemma, For

example, less developed countries need highly accurate informati9n in

order to develop policies that will efficiently distribute the jiiited

funds available for health purposes. This kind of accuracy requires

highly orjanized efforts 'for collection and analyal of information.

But less developed countries pose ele.most difficult problema fot col-

lecting such information, and must ofte,n face thess problems with the

least adequately-trained personnel and the least developed information
7

collection systems. w.
7 ..

. .

Part-Nof the Pioblem of data collection lies 'in the fact that lesp

developed Countries did not need.highlY accurate'information in agrarian

or m-agrarian periods of'their histOry. Therefore; there is little

familiarity with the prpblems of data colledtion and relatiVely little

administrative.pteliaration for the task. Mr. Woolsey cites a recent

study to illustrate his poini. The study conducted'Uy Nora P..Powell

surveYed and tried to identify the offici41 location of responsibility

for vital statistics in 174 cdhntries. Of these, 50 countries"had-no

registration system at all, and in 19 countries it was impossible to

deteimine whethet or not there was asystem of vital statistics regis- .

tration., Only 47 countries had a cenpralize'registraqon sysrern the ,

remaining 58 countriea had decentralized systems of registration. The

point is obvioushand dramatic: not only do many. less deireloOed nations

not have highly ,accurate information, they have no information at all

and often have no'administrative machinety whatever to Pollect it.

1

k *

Another debilitating knot in,the bealtil vs. development dileTMa is

the fact that the'-best informatiait Costs the Aost to obtain. And it is

th-countries le* able to pay that need information ,the"most urkently.

Mr. Woolbey addreases the many problems associated with the collection

of needed.healtAbfermation in an attempt to summarize 'choices availa-
,

. bl# to the less dein oped 4ountries. .

Mr.,Woolse?V.pa er summarizes the many iiiues associated with the

definition and meii'surement of the health of a nation's popuhlation. He

then Aescribes th,eses and limitations of varioUs methods,, particular

as the implementation of these methods relates to less developed countries..

This discussion serves a valuable service. In one brief paper he sum-

marizes the issues and does so in a style that can be read by the lay-:

nian. Yet his discussion is sufficiently Mrough; well organized, and
well documente4 tflat ode is prepared to move immediately to more tech-

nical writing onythe fiubject.1
.

But Mr. Woolsey does more than ikummarize issues and prepare a sound

primer. He ,also asseisses the way that various approaches to measurement

mipt le adapted for use tlf less develop/1A countries. He outlines a

starting point for the devellopment,of health information in. nations that
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Aave no infolmation atherlooppachinery, whatever.--He khen suggests
-% how different kill's of procOu'res that/he has reviewe might be incor-

poratedjnto tuccessivg attemitt.to improve informati during ensuing-
Nears.

S.

. His reccimmendations begin with a discussion of th uses of.morila4i

lity and moibidiv.ihfordation and with suggestions'ab ut.hOw.sugh
formation might ibe.obtainea. yHe discusses attempts to eve/op health .

informatign in the .rural U.S in the 1940's .and he desc ibes an'effort
to develop health nformation about two Eskimo communit is on St. Law-
rence Island-in t .BerinSea. His 4isctission is.tfioro gh enough-to %
OuEIirie the itepsrequired t6 vollect-informatiOn under ese dtffictLlt
conditidns. tut the disgussion is brief Etna masterful e oUgh'to avoid

.

.b6gging down in details. The.prograehe.outlines relies pon the infor-
,/. .

mation gatherini abilities'of residents of.the.isol'ated t nities
themselves. ,And while the informationmay.not be the mos Orecise,
vioolsey poinv out that it can be very.useful information,and thqp it-.
can certainly provide a useful starting point. a

Mr% Wooltey's paper could assist with the developmeneof a symptom
survey in a 'Particular country. However, he suggests t4et\t1ie United
Nations develop such a system foi usefinlAilferent "Couraries. He otLt-

lines prograin that the-U.N: miisht undertake id order. to,accomplish

. this end. Once again his papker'is sensitive to the need fOr careful
technical definition, the prdctical needs of individual countries, and
at the same time, the need for involvement by an international.agency
that can heft, to get underway the gathering of needed inforrhation.

Near, the ehd of his paPer Sr. oolsey ties'a co nsiderable amount
. of informatioq presented in his Oaper to the larger issues of,policy
xegatAing tihe health needs.of less developed countries. He claims that
'solid health,surveys,could be 'tarriedout in any less.developed country
in the world if international agencies were committed to the task.
These agencies, as well as thetgovernments of developed and,less 'develop-
.

ed countries may be reluctineto 'undertake such research:

The tendenc)i-is, quite Aturally, to consider
that service's come.first and that 'statistics
are a ldxUry. But 'the more difficult it it to
come by till money to.provide health services
or train people, the pore necessary it becomes
to,have some trustworthy stafistics to show ,

whether the investment is paying off.

One final editorial comment is in order, and that concerns the mood
of Mr. Woolsey's paper: ThroOlout, there is an- underlying sInse of
utgency that "we get.on with it." He refuses to be paralyzediby the

#
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'-'dil.emma we\discusselt at the beginning of this introduction, and urges

less developed nations to begin. This sense of action.is thqmpered with

A realistic pense (born of extensive experiences) of what nations can

.. and icannot do. ,But the sense thatC"it'cam be done"swiiich permeates

'the paper, is a ,refreshing-theme,
4

Dr. Paul, O.. Woolley is'currently Associate Professo, of Health Plan-

ning at Pennsylvinia State Univeriity. He received his M.D. degree

.. fiom Yale Univeisity.in 1964. He has taught at the Achooks of Mfdicine .

at_George Washingtbn University and Georgetor Universi;ty.- He his servA

, ed-as Medical Officer in the Office orInteynational Health of the'

Department of Heklth, Education, and Welfare. Dr.'Woolley developed

the Syncrisis serits,.published by DHEW, whicfi'examines the,relatiM6P6,

between health ahd socio-economic development, He has co-authored eke
first four Syncrisis volumes, and is the sole author of volume 12.

br..WoOler's paper, "A tystems Perspective on Health and Devklo -
,

ment" begins by setting out eight principles designed to clarify the

'.etusive meaning and importance of the word "health." One implication

of his discussion is that policy issues,surrounding the health nteds
,

og less.developed countries mgy,be ridooted in the ambiguous character of .

health and disease. One-of his eight "principles" identifies an impor-
tant issue at the heart of the dilemma of health and development. "Health

. care exisis$" he writes, "in a means/etd continuum." That' is,,health

.may be viewed as an end,in itself--a human good that is worth seeking

in its own tight.. It ma)i also be viewed as means to an end, for

examPle, the rdle of health-in economic dev lopment. Very different

: Policies might ensue if one,pr the other o/these were the sole concern

ofpolicrImakers and governments. But, Dr. Woolley reminds us, these

two values.of health can never be fully separated. Som4 confusion attends

our discussions of health needs becadse we tânoot help but look at health

in two different, but c1osely entertwined4tays. .

Dr. Woolleythen summarizes some of the key issues in the health

end development dieemmi. He,asks: "Wttat is known about the role.of
,

socioeconomic development in the improvement of hetalth?" He concludes,

as do most international-health Oecialists,.thatmPocioeconomic develop--

ment does produce gene,ral health benefits: though the evidence is far

mor.e mixed than.ofte might'suppose. For etample, do the inOustrialized
nations .really substitude such diseases as dancerviwspiratbry, and cir-

culatory ailments for malaria and other bacterial infections? Do

we substitute the.malnutrition.of obesity and related ailments for

. the ma1nutri4on of calorie or protein deficiehcy? The'issue is not

as clear as some might think,_ which De. Woolley includes as a qualifier

to his'conclusion that development does improve health.-

On the oLer side'of the dilemma he asks what effects improved health

- 7 -
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h4ve Upon socioeconomic development. HO reviews numerous stud;es that

explore this issue, and concludes tentativelmithat health does appear

,
to be a factOr in socipeconomic development ";..a;though the nature of

this impact is far lesi c;par." (One regrets that Dr. Woolley did not
t

review Oan Berg's contribution to this discussion.2)

. .

.

HaVing reviewed issues on both sides f the dilemma Dr. Woolley
conclddes that qour'informatiAris Coo t1Trtain and too ambiguous to

. assess fully Ehe relationships between development 'and health>. But

-this v ncertainty and ambiguity becomes an issue to lihich Dr. Wool=

ley turns hi attention. He suggests that the uncercainty mpy result
from the kind of questions we ask. Perhaps it is pointless to askNhe-
ther developm t'generally improves the hepfth SI the popilation or vit.+.
versa. .Dr.. W olley recommends that a careful analysis ofthe kinds of
questions we are asking be undertaken. He proposes that system anattsis .
brings precisely the needed clarity t? the matteeo'f,..health and develop-

. ment. Such analysis would,' he argues, hap to etArify ur queltions
and wbuld enable us to use existing information in the mostoffective
ways.

1

The title of Dr. Woolley's *paper implies that the .call for systems
analysis applied to health probrems in developing countries is a key
purpose of his paper. WithoUt in any way detracting from this recom-
mendation I think there is an equally important conclusion to be drawn.
He rightly warns that our very.uncertainty about the questions we ask
may prompt us to worry those questions so much thai we lOse other oppor
tunities. We may be better off, he suggestst if we pose different ques-'

tions than the one that underlies the dilemma that 'has been discussed
in this introduction. This question is: "Which is the optimal strategy

I for improving health: direct investment in health expenditures or direCt
investment in economic development which Will in time yield better health?
Dr. Woolley's remarks on this matter are worth quoting:

At this point it would !11"ppear that many countries
are taking many different paths in_dealing with

their health anq development programs. We should
use these disparate attempts te,. increape our under-

. standing of the development process and itp rela-
tionship to health. Perhaps we need to redefine
some of the critical research questions.

The papers presented in this volume summarize the issuesIurrounding

a fundamental problem facing governments today: the relationship betweee
-health needs and the needs of economic development in less developed
countries. The reader of this volume will have, when he or she has finish-

ed reading it, a grasp of the broader issues as well as directions 'for

further reading that will rapidly fill details into the sketch presented

8



here, Policy makers in the developed countries will be challenged/to
reCOnsider some conventi,onal wisdom. _Health plinners struggling with
the many difficulties facidg less developed countript will find stasis-
tance both in defining the questions to be asked and in finding,a4wera
to some questions-they may now be asking.- With this .introductoryitask
compoleted I invite the reader to engage the papers in the volume(and to
let them speak for ihemselves.
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HEALTH, INCOME DISTRIBUTION, AND,
SOURCE OF HEALTH EXPENDIitRES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Ililton I Roemer, M.D

F.

ibe.relation of health to economic level both in families-amid*.
dations'has long beep Appreciated.. In-1790, Johann Peter Frank Spoke'
of "the peeple's misery as the mother of disease.91 The very_birth
ofthe modern public tealthmoveMent in.Europe arse from:the bbsety
titan of the high:prevalence of diaeases.asiócisted withiethe social
condition-of the poot:"2: -Well befoie the origin of foreign aid pro-
grams, the health status-of'whole nations was recognized to be related
largely tcrtheir leVels of wea1463

1

Health aneEconomic Levarl.

In more recent years 'the interde endence of he lth and the
*mimic development of tóu4.tries bss been explored in greater detail.
The sickness, disability, ad4 premature deith.of people have come ta
be recognized as factors reta ing-,their productivity and eeonodic

.

eevelopment, just as the pover 'of.nations has become understood as a

41 major -- probably the most c cial -- determinant Of the morbidity
and mortality of their populati

-

Yet, as-more has,been learned about the complex.cif social and
environmental factors influencinethe health qf populations, the
,irelationships between health abd wealth have come.to require descrip-'
tionas mopelhin a siMple diredt linkage. The most widely used
measure ok\a,sfation's economic level is its gross national product,
(GNP) per capita per year. Thus, the.annual per capita GNP of
Ethiopia, as of 1973, converted td U.S. dollars, was $83; of Brazil,
$7504 and, _of _the-United States,_$6-0.5.5.5 The corresponding infant'
mortality rates (deaths per 1,000 liVe new4orns in the ftrst year Of
life) of these three puntries were 162, liO, end 19 per 1,000 live
births, respectively.°

Thus, while the general relationship between per capita GNP
and infant mortality rateS is clearly inverse -- the poorer ihe

- 10 -



cotintry, the More orits neWlimp-Vabies uSually die befote their first
'birthday'-- it is.aiso eVideffthat the relationship betweenothese two
meaSureStis far frot perfectly proportional. :United States wealth (as

41 reflected in per capita GNP), for example, is 74 times..greater than that
of. Ethiopia, and Brazil is about nine times wealthier than! Eehiopia.
'The. infant Mortality rate in Ethiopia, on the other hand, is just about,
eight tites higher than'that in the United States§ and 'not even twice as
that in Brazil. The sate sort of irregular relationship applies to life
expectancy measurements a; other available indicea of health status,

! One rteed'not exiect a perfectly proportiOnal.r&lationship, of
t

course, between two sets of measurements of different phenomena, for a .

statistical'.porrelation to be verYfdigh. .But the striking fact is that
exploration of the correlations between1healthmeasutem4nt* and the per
capitaVe of countries yields many extrema deviations from.a linear 019*

re1atioal4p; in,f4ct,..some 'of the.associations are not even monotonic.
This is shown in. Table 1, in which -20.countriei with .per Capita GNPs
between $160 and aboist,$1,000 are listed in*rank'order, along with .

their reported life expectancies at birth. The data are derived' from
a report of. the World Banki and the ,countries (while. the."less
developed" capgory) were selected to represeint a widd.range of economic
levels, yet with statistical ia)a considered to be reasonably reliable.7

More impressive than th generally positive correlatiOn evident'
.'on inspection of this table.are the;numeroUs deviations from a perfect
linear relationship. Thesedeviations are graphicallY illustrated in
Figure 1, whith is based Oh thesame data as shown in Table 1. .Tfie r
diagonal.line has been determined by the ileast squares".technique and
shows.the incline which,would.describe)tha relationship between per
capita .and life expectandy, if.it 4ere perfectly linear. The
number next to each po nt in the figu're correspond to the namber
assigned to each counY in Table 1.

Why should t1 life expeqancy of Sri Lanka (#1) be so much
_above the regression line, while that Of India (//2> is so much baldW
tbis line, when both countries have approximately the same per capita
GNP'and are in the same general geographicregion of Asia" Likewise,
why should Mexico.(#15) with a higher.per capita GNP than Cuba (#13) --
and both in ihe same region,. with,rather similar cultural, heritages --
-have an appreciably lower life expectanc)4

TheRole of Income Distrihut
A

It is obvious t at factors not refljcted by per capita GNP
must be playing a large part. The.number of Guch factors'potentplly
exerting an influence on health status must be very.great, but ehis

,
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Table I. N4tional Wealth and Life ExpectAncy: 4.0# capita Gross
National Product (GNP) and averagi yeare of life wected st, birth'
in twenty countries, about 1973'. , N

..

NI;

'Country GNP per c4ita 0) Life (xpectancx'(years

gri Lanka 100

2. India L10.

3.' Ivory Coast

44, Turkey

.c

5.Colombia 30

.6. Zambia 380

7. Malaysia -400

Er. Taiwan 4307

9. Iran 450

10. Brazil 460

.11. Albania 480

Y
4'.1.2. Peru 80

13. Cuba 510

14, Costs Rica 590

15.- Mexico 700

16. Jamaica 720

11. Yugoslavia 730

18. Chile 760

19. Bulgaria 820

20. Venezuela 1060

56:4

66.9

44;5'

\59.4

51.0

68.6

55,7

72.3

68.2

63.2

. 69.5

67.5

12 7

\:4.3

-;:t

447

' .0.\
19



I.

Figure National Wealth .41nd-Life Expectancy: Per capita Groa$
gati9pal_Product (GNP) and aVerage years orgfe erected at birth
in twenty countries,* about 1971.
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*Noie: The country represented by each numbered point is identified

in the listing of countries in Table 1.

Source's are cited in the text.
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paper hypothesizes that an imporant 4014. eaaurable indicator of many
of those factors is the diStribution of'W ilth among a nation's popula-
tion. The overall national wealth remaih important,, and we, ed not
go so far as entirel "dethroning GNP" f its adespread use because
of its inadequacies. But ways should b r ound b3 adjust,the ic/'
infOrmation provided by this .standard eaolic c index to recogni e at
least some of the many other determinants a people's level of living,
including theii.health.

,

4

Fortunately, economiSts have else), beh,
and have developed peasurements of income diS.
established ls the "Gini Coefficient" formulli
to reflect the degree of equality or,inequal4t
income among various sectdrs.(perceniiles) of!;
in a population characterized by perfect equal;
example, each tenth of the population receivelp
the national income -- therp would be no deviat

d the Gini Coefficient wouI
where the upper tenth oft

le the'othef nine-tenths re 'it

long aware of the problem
ributibn. One of the best
d by an Italian scholar
in the distribution:of
e'population. Thus,

where, for .

xactly ote.tenth of
on from an idealized

.

be zero. In a-highly-
e population received -

ved none,-the Gini

egalitariaff model
inequitable setti
all-the incoie wh
Coefficient woul4 be 1.0. As one would susp4t,, df.course, eath country
of the World fall's at some point between theSO two extremes -- fhe-lower
the coefficient reflecting the greater equalAy in il?come distribution.

The aorld Rank (International Bank for:Reconstruction and Develop7
ment) has calCulated, from a variety of sources, the Gini Coefficients
for 79 countries, including 18 of those shown in 'Table.1.9 .In order fo'
attempt to make. an 'adjustment of the per capita GNP data in thii table
for each cOuntry's income distribution, thebe data may be multiplied.by
the reciprocal of the.Gini Coefficient; thusi the "adjusted per capita
GNP" of more equitable countries mould be r4sed.and that of less
equitable coantries would be'iowered. The results of these Calculations,
along with the same life-expectancy data and.the infant mortality rates
of each country, are presented in Table 2.

On the basis of the data represented in Tables 1 an'd 2, -w'e.may
tesOthe hypothesis offered above. That is, does.an adjustment of the
.per capita-GNP ofia country for the income distribution.in the.popula-
tion yield a higher correlation with measurements of the health status
of its people than does the simple average per capita GNP alone?
Coefficien,ts)of correlation were calculated by computer.

Health and Wealth -- With Adjustment for Income Distribution

It is found that the coefficient of cotTelatipn between the per
capita GNP and the average Iife expectancy for the 20 countries in
Table l'is 0.495 and positive. Thus, despite the deviations from
linearity noted above, the general relationship between national wealth

- 14 -
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Table 2. National Wealtr; Adjusted'for its Distribution and Health S atus Measurements: P.r
capita GNPs adjust!" by Gini Coefficiepts, average life expvetancies at birth, 'and-Infant
Mortality Rates, anis 1973.

/ .. 1

j
Country

Sri Lapka
. .

India

Ivory Coast

Turkey

-1 Colombia
.

ZaliMbia

- lgalaysia

;Taiwan

Iran .

Brazil

Albania
i

Peru
.

Cuba

Costa Rica

Gine
Coe(Eicient

,
.

1 t

P

.

.

7.;

*
Gini-adjusted

GNP ()

.

.

Lifq expectancy

(Year0 ''

,
Infant
Mortaltty Ra e

.358

.461

.516

..544-.

. .546

.488

.497

.317

.473

.553

242a

.571

24
.429

.

N

.279

239

640

625

67d,.

779

805

1356

951

832.

1984,

841

2107

1375

..,

.

%

--

67.8

. 49.2
s

43.5

- i6.4
...

60.9
.

.

44.5

59.4

. 61.6

51.0

61.4

68.6

55.7

72:3
i

68.2

I.

,

.

50.3

1 4 .

' 139.0

- 138.0 .r.

153.0

. 67.9

150:0b

..-)38

18.0

r 160.0.

110.0

87.0

5306
i'

-28.7.

68.2

.



Table 2.. Gina taied

Gini
Country. Coefficient

..

4

Nr\
Me ico

*Jamaica-

YugoSlavia

Chile.

Bulgaria

Venezuela

Ginfadjusted
. GNP ($)

.

t

-Life expectancy , Infants

(years) , Mortarity Rate

'.554. 1254 63.2
4

60.9

: .558 12-96 69.5 27.0
.`

.333 2192 67.5 44.0

.487 1561 64.3 71.0

.206 3981 26.0

.591 1794 64.7, 52.0

A

qr.

.,

%

t

a. Estimated by calculating the average of Gini Coefficients which were reported for five

other Socialist countries: Bulgaria (.206), Czechoslovakia (.183), Hungary'0351.
Poland (.235), and'Yugoslayfa-(.333).

b.. Estimated on the basis' of infant morrality
4

rates reported by several, other African
countries; ZaMbia 1MR data not available for -the 1970's.

Sas,
9`4 4.



and life expectancy is weak butloeitive. When the same life exi4ectancy

'igures are correlated with the-tini-adjusted per capita GNP data, as

shown in Thble 2, the poiitive coeffidient of .correlatio6 rises to

0.624. It is evident, therefore, that adjustment of the per-captel-GNP

of a coeenery by its'ineome distribution appreciably strengthens the

positive correlatiod to its popuIation's life expectancy.*

An equivalent dytemic is found to characterize the relationship

bitween per capita GNP and infant mortality rates (1INM) of the.series

of 20 countries. The coefficipt of ccirrelation of the average per .

capita GNP with .the XMR is.negative; as would be expected, and 0.454.

When the Gini-adjusted per capita income is related to the IMR, the

negative cokficient of correlation increases to 0.509. (The some-

what lesser differedtial than for the life expectancy data probably

reflects the less complete reporting of infant deaths'i4 develpping

countries than of deaths at'older ages; the latter death rates are the

basis for-calculating life expectancy figures.)

Beyond these statistical types of evidence of the influence of

income astribution on health status,indicators, one may take note of

some of the social conditions in back of the numbers. The per

capija GNPs of Sri Lanka and India, as 'noted, are almost the -same, but

in Sri-Lanka the life expectancy is considerably higher and the

infant-mortality rate much lower. Both equntries carry the heritage

of the British colonial medical' services, which were.relatively

systematic, and both were strengthened after national independence;

there is no reason to iuspect any differences in the reliabilty of

the vital statistical records as such. In Sri Lanka., however, the

Gini Coefficient (0.358) reflects more equitable distriblition of the

available income than in India (0.461). In both countries, the

average .income level is extremely low, there is great unetployment,

and the prevailing standard of living is very poor. But since about

1970 Sri Lanka has been under the control of a "semi-socialist"

coalition governdent, it has nationalized the plantations growing

its principal export, tea, and it has introduced varicius other social

reforms. Among these is a government policy of distributing each

week a gound of rice free to 90 percent of the population, plus

If the adjustthent of per capita GNP for income distributidh were

made by multiplying it by.the recipr9cal of the Gini Coefficient

squared, the positive correlation coeffiCient with life expectancy

. would be strengthened even further. But the effect of the simple

adjustment applied here should be enough to confirm the basic

argument of the substantial influence of income Aistribution.

-
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1

another pound at one-third'oithe market price.10" No such equalizing
program is Sound in India, and the difference is doubtless reflected
in the infant mortality and life expecitancy data.

Another illustrative comparison;-as is'clear from Figure 1., may
. be drawn between Mexico (#15) and Cuba (#13). Meiico's per capita GNP

($700) is appreciably higher than Cuba's ($510), but the distilbutfon
of wealth mong the two national populations id very different. The -
Gini Coefficient of Cuba (0.242) suggests an equalilation of incom4
distribution more than twice as great as that for Mexico (0.558).
Bgth countr*es have developed rathet strong.healtg servicedygtemd -
in their main cities, but in the rural areas, where most of the popula-
.fion lives, the imprimements achieved in Cuba over the laqt 1.5.years%

. have won worldwide attention.11 The substantially longer,life
.expectancy andlower infant mortality in Cubacompared with Meiqo 7- .

as weli as'with other .latin American countries of similar Per capita
GNP, eg. Peru (#12), or of greater GRP, e.g., Costa Rita (#441----
are doubtless referable to the equalization of income distrig4ion
achieved after the Cuban Revolution:

These observations are not beerpreted as passing political
judgsent on the socialidt or co=unf logies found in Sri Lanka
or Cuba, compared with other countrie imilar wealth. 'The influenCe,
however, of income distribution on health stitus would seem to be clear.
'Illustrative of corresponding effects of contrasting income distribu-
tion in two countries of very simflar political complexion -- both
being widely recognized as conservative -- are.the data for Taiwan
(n8) and Iran -(#9). The per capita 611'9, of thepe two countries are
quite similar, although Iran's ($450) is -slightly higher than Taiwan's
($430). We klow that Iranian wealth is largely due to its oil production,
the earnings of which are_concentrated in relatively few hands. Com-

% pared with Taiwan, its.,inoome distrikution is noticably inequitable,
as reflected by_a Gin( Coefficient ot 0.473 versus 0.317 in Taiwan.
The greater economic eqaty in Taiwan would iurely contribute to
explanatioh of that country's much longer life expectancy and very
much Lower infant martality.

In spite of this general confiraation of the crucial importance
of income distribution for health status, over and aboye"the per
capita GNP in_al.country; it is apparent from the data cited that
income distribution is not the whole story. Even with per dapita
GNPs adjusted by the Gini Coeificients, the relationships to health
status, while strengthened, obviously do notapproach 1.0 or 4 perfect
correlation. In none'of the 20 countries examined is income
distribution found to be completely equitable',.0 reflected By the
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,of

Gini Coefficienes. Moreover, .1:other ,faceqrs in a,popularion's living
conditionS and health service system must surely' be exerting substan-
tial influences on.health stet a at.

111.
OW

-Es.uity and the Pub/ic Sector 'of Health Servi es 7 ?.

1 ,,.
Focusing on 'iiealth- etre sy'stems, the issue of witty may be

considered along other lines . Most..iMportant,. how' equitably are"-
health services distributed in relation to the sickneSs needs in a'
population? Unfortunately...there .are few coulitries on:which such

data re ivailable:Indirecay, we 'mar approatitate
.an answer tp this-qu stioti...6y.-eostamining' the .So es of a natioq.s
health exenitures, aq .between" private and .public, etc:ors,.

,as equity 1,,s to be aehieligok, in- he- lth d.O.tribut on4.:the funds: .

must generally..be,derived'from:.'
Private-txpenditultes...are' typically. 'for .the::,b0eftt: Of-.06,.04clikidnsr

t..-..m4kesTthem , .anii7the attic:024' varlwith -a?fluen0"-,024Atiz.or:
,

more than with, kalth needs. Fpr health serviCes to be prcrrid#d
in equitable relation': 0' rieedi; especially in d6veloping
they must ordinarily bp financed through public ,(usually goVern--

..410-7. Mental). sourcei3:: J

Even the.,sourieS .of total health care expenditurebOlowever,
are seldom available from developing countxtes. Such data.are
currently available for the Unite States and= some of the more
affluent industrialized countriesi. where nationi statistics are
well maintained. Qfficial reports rom the Untted States government,
-for example, indicaie tfiat in 1976 he U.S. population sfent about
-$140 bIllion for health purpoSfts. ($ 38 per capita) or 8.6 percent of-

. GNP.12 Of this amount, 42 percent as derived from goveinmental,
sources.. The most.-recen data -of t I.s sort on developing countries
comes friom a World..Health Organiza on Study of 1961 experience.13
Four developing countries were1inc uded in the study, with findings
-as follows:

Percent f GNP'. Percent from
C6untry S e for Health Public Sorces

5.6 42..1
3.7 59,8
3.6 42.0
2.5 66.6

Chile
C6rlon
Kenya-
Tanganika

'1L

t woUld appear from the aboVe data that; even in these developing

countrjes, an appreciable Proportion-Ofhealth spending in 1961

must have come from non-public or private sources.(ranging from 33,4. %.001-



percent in- TangsOika to.:56,percent in Kenya),An spite of thb very
low income leveis of theirast majority40 the poPulations of all
these countries..

Private Sector Implications for kealth in Developing Countries

While, as noted, current data on this question are-imarce, a
few recent obsenrations indicate.relationships which should 'cause
serious.concern. An ihvestigation in Colombia, for example', found.
somewhat oVer 7 billion pesos devoted to' health services in 1970-71C
of this amount, about'51 percent was derived from private and 49 per-4
cent ffom public sources. Recently, the author was able to make
same rough estimates of health service expenditures, by source, in
another developing country of Latin Amer,i...15 The data apply to
Guatemala for 197, or 1976 and are pr in'Table 3. In maktng
these estimates, the figures on spending .rom public sources weTe
.obtained from officialegovernmental documents and may be consid ed
fairli reliable. The figures on spending from private sources
iargely from calculaiions'based on estimates of gross'income earPned
from patients (exc1uding governmental payments) by private providers
of services -- physicians, pharmacies, hospitals; etc. In every

sible; for example, Oh earnings from private patients, esti-
instance, the est was made on the most coOservative level poS-

mated by two different methods, yielded figurei of $24 million and
$25 million; but the recorded estimate was reduced'to $21 million
simply in the.interests of conservatism. The $40 million figure
for private drug purchases.was based'on a survey of 100 pharmabies,
which the investigators deliberately leaned on the side of minimal
estimates. Moreover, no eqtimate is made of the undoubtedly signif-
icant expenditures of rural people, by money or r barter! for the .
servites bf traditional healers and midwives.

In all likelihood, thereforie, the overall figures and percept-
agei estimated for the private sector of health expenditures in
Guatemala are understatements of the true relationships.inthis
developing country. The data in .Table 3 on public and private
spending reflect the level of equity in delivery of health services-
Eo the Guatemalan population, in somewhat the same stnse that the
Gini.Cbefficlent quantifies the uneven distribution of national income
iinost developing countries. S.

41.

A study of.Guatemaian social classes by a Mexican sociologist
reports a distribution approximately as follows:16

20-
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Table 3. Easimapd Expenditures for Health Servic s in Guatepala,

source and percentage distqbution, 1975 or 1976.

Source Expenditure. Percent

23.6

21.4

2.9

0.7

2

Ministry of Health'

Social-Security Institute

$ 34,980,000

31,677,000

Presidential Office 4,305,000

Mhnicipalities 1,006;000,

TOM from pub c services 71,962,000

Voluntary health agencies $ 4,500,000

0

Private drug purchases 40,006,000

Private Physician's care 21,000t000.

Private hospitals 5,400,000

Private dental cars 4,500,000

Enterprises &1miscellaneous ,1 t000j

TOTAL from private sources $ 76,400,000,

GRAND TOTAL

ft

MOP

48.6

27.0

14.2

3.6

3.0

0.7

51.5

$148,362,000 100.0

- 21 -
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Social Class

I. Landowners, large merchants,
the hereditary elite, etc. :

II. Steadily employed workers, civil
servants, add risiag "middle
class"

Perdent

IIi. Peasants, unskilled laborers,
unemployed- and indigent 4 82

If this social clase distribution-is aur6ximately reliable,
it May be related to-the.public and. Private sectors of.the health'
Service.market in the following way;. social classes I and II May be
aggregated aS 18 percent of the population, :In so doing,, hoWever, the
21.4 percent of national health.expenditures referable to.the Socia4
Security Institute must be liaked..to this more affluent aggregate
since it-cdntains the steadily 'employed workers.covered by.the social

- security. program. On the other hand, the voluntary health agencies,
,accounting for.S.0 Percent'of the aational health expenditures, are
devoted largely to serving the impoverished 82 percent of the popula-

i. tibn. Thus, the health service expenditures devoted to.the mo0
affluent classes I and II, in contrast td class III, wouldsumiate as
fLollows:

.Classei I and II Percent
4

Private sources
Voluntary agencies

Social Security

Class III-,-

PubliC sources
Social Security

-Voluntary agencies

51.5

48.5

+21.4
69.9

iDercent

48.6

-21.4
27.2

+3.0
30.2

4

:Rounding off these-figures, the relationship of. health service
expenditures to the social classes of the population becomes: classes.



I and II with 18 percent of the population receive health servicts

cosabg aboUt 70 pprcent of the money spent, 'while class,I1I with

82 percent of the pdpulation receives health servings costing about

30 percent of the money spent. In graphic form, the relationship

wouldlappear as follows:
*

Percept

80

70

60

50

40

.30

The Affluent

4

Expenditur s

The Poor

The imbalance illustrated above is based upon estimates.from

one developibg country, but the same basic type of relationship would

probably pply to most developing countries in the Third World. It is

a relatioilship which not only spells extreme inequity but also

obstructs health plmnning since planning is.very difficult in the'

private market sector. It is a problem that cannot be solved within

the boundaries of the healih services alone, but involves total social

and political poIicy with respect to taxation_and other means of

allocatini a nation's resources.

Approathing Health Equitz

As a practical matter, the more equitable distributiOn of

resourCes for'health care or indeed'any purpose, is not likely to

succeed through legal prohibition of private spending.- Even in

socialist countries, born out'of social revolution, private medical

practice has not usually been prohibited..17 Instead, the equalization
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of resources in relation to need has been approaChed by strengthening
of the, public sector. This has aXso been the .strategy in-Great
Britain and other. "welfare states." If public services are made
"effective enough, fewer and fewer people will purchase private ones.
We need not be concerned about an ekfiemely small elite -- one or two
pertent of the population -- who will seek and pay for private health
care under any circumbtances. If 98 vercent of a population can be
reached by a public-system of.health service;,in propprtion to health
needs, a small fraction of inequity 'may be tolerated as a-"safety
valve" to avoid pressures in the 'system.

The attainment.of fully equitable income distributiOn as .a

foundation for improvement of a populatio4's health is a spacial goal
of stupendous propoitions. Income distritiution approaching gni
Coefficients of zero are probably utopian. But the attainment of
eituity in health service distribution, throulh reasonable strengthening
of the public sector of health care as a basis human right,
within the math of any nation with the commitment to this. goal.'

Note: For statistical assistance, grateful acknowledgement is made to
S. Hansen and P. Chang.
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A SYHTEMS PERFECTIVE ON HEALTH AND TVELOPMENT

Paul O. Woolley, Jr. M.D. M.P.S.

4

Nairly 70 percent of the world's poor live in Lands where ,

personal income and personal productiVity are low. In general, these
-people have to worry about the esseAtials of daily living -- food, cloth

and shelter, as well as health care and eddcation,for themselves and .

their children. Over the past Several decades, systematic,efforts
have been. made to improve both'economic productivity and social
services through the egorts of the countries themselves and thrdugh

cooperattve assistance of other' more wealthy countries. An atiessment

of this point suggests that:

Progress has been'uneveh and on the whole too

. limited 0 bring significant improvement in the
economiewellAming of the world's poor. Nor is-

it yet true that-clear paths of growth have been
discovered or that future progress is now assured.
Today, the tasksiof economic expansion id7poor
landb remain unsblved: A they remain to challenge

the world's morality.'

It is the purpose of this paper-to review Some of our knowledge

from research on the relationships between health and-socio-

c development. We will consider this relationship in the

context of a pair of reciprocal questions: To what,extent does .

,
improved -health status assist socioeconomic development?. To what

extent does socioeconomic development of a country or region impive-'

the health status of the population? While it may appear that the

second question is a simple inverse sf"the first, this is not quite

io. Behind eadh question is a qet 4 asiertions, i.e.: '(a) thA
)lealth-related services and programs impact not only the health and

disease chiracteristics of a population, but also other CharatteristiCs
such,as eduCation, work piroductivity, social cohesion, social mobility,

etc."-- all broadly subsumed under the concept of socioeconomic develop-

ment; and (b) that serviles, programs .Or activities in.the'social and.
economic sectors,of society impact not only the sectors for which-they

were designed but alSo fnfluence the health status of the population

and the utilization of health services. Answers to these reciOrocal

questions Allustrace the dynamics of these interactions.
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Working fram this basis, a systems perspective is offered on
the relationshi0 between health,and development which May'be of use

in the context of development planning. First, however, it will be
useful to summarize some principles surrounding the concept of health
and socioeconomic developmpt.

f

\ A. PRINCIPLES RELATED TO HEALTH

1. Health is an abstract concept for which there is no useful
operational definition. The definition by the 'World Health Organi-
,zation, suggesting health to be complete physical, mental and social
well-,being, is laudable but difficult to use on pra;tical prob4ms.
Consequently, health is cotmonly measured negatively, vsing statistiCs

of death, reported illness, medical consultations, hospitalizations,
etc. In,t0e past, increased rife expectancy, high fertility, and.
pypulation growth have also been seen as a problem and have become
negative indicators of health.

Another method bf defining bealth Is through surveys of
perceived health status and perceived need among consumers and
.providers.29- 3 For example, data from the U.S. National Health
Interview Survey4 show that 87 percent of the U.S. population-define
their health as good to excellent. Only 3 percent .of the population
define their health as .poor, and 9 percegt define their health as fair.
Similar data are-available for many of the. developing countries. For

example, in Sri Lanka5. approximateXy 6 percent of the population defined
themselves as.sici during a two-week period. Data from Colombia indicated .

that nearly 39 percent of the population experienced illness in a two-
week period during the study.6 These perceptions of illness reflect

not only prevalence and severity of disease, but also are probably

culture-bound. Thus, cross-cultural comparisons should probably not- be

made.

As a reiult of these problems in defining health, the planner
is left with finding ways to reduce negative manifestations (e.g.,
disease rates) or to alter perceptdal/behaviorial characteristics of
the populition. It is hoped (and assumed) thereby that the elusive
"health" will tesult.

2. Disease is a nonrandom phenomenon.. Disease_clusters in

individuals, in time and space. It is this clustering that allows.
the epidemiologist to determine the causes-of disease, to identify
'populations-at-risk c?f disease in the future and to estimate the
benefits of various program interventions. Because disease is not
equitably distributed, it is possible to describe the attributes
of a population with a specific problem.
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For examples.0.1t is widely known that infant mortility'is

.associated With low-income, low educatiopalmstatus of the mother,

maternal.age, housing conditions, access to medical care, etc. Seeking-

to separate biologic frOm socioeconomic variatilep, Brooks7 analyzed

infant mortality datalrom more than'2,200 counqes in the United

State's.. He identified low education and the perFintage of blacks

in a county population gs the two socioeconomic variables which

have appreciable effect on infant mortality.i These two variables

account fdr thegross associations between infant mortality and

housing and income. .Similarly,"Conover8 has demonstrated the rekation-

ship between socioecdnomic status and chronic illness in the United

States. Our study of vitamin A deficiencyAn children confirms the

cluatering of this problem in a relatively small population with

speci id social, physical, Ad demographic characteristics.9 From

'hes and many other studies, there is clear evidence that the,

op ation in the lowest socioeconomic groups is,'in the iggiegate,

a higher-risk. In this case, low income is frequently a-descriptor

-variable, not necessarily a cause. Indeed, diseatie and Iow income

may frequently.interact in a cumulative-circular ander in which

disease may accountlfor downward social mobility.8t 10

Since disease is not randomly distributed'in the Population, it.

might be inferred that-the utilization of health services will and.'.

should be nonrandom. If access to services remains.relatively

.unhampered, utilization patterns shauld reflect the characteristics'

of symptomatic illness. The trend in the United States in recent..

years reflects this assertion. Although there may be some artifacts

in the data, in the United States approximately 5 percent of the

population uses one-third of all out-patient visits and 23 percent of

the copulation uses nearly three-quarters of all outpatient physician.

visits.4

3. Diseaqe is a process Me tend tO think of disease and

health as.a dichatomye Either I am sick or well. This is true only

in a 5:rery few instances -- such as pregnancy or a fracture.* In

general-, most disease exists as a process along a continuum from

health-through varigus stages of illness. Since disease does not

have a defined beginning point, but evolves slowly over time (e.g.,

the process of coronary heart disease is known to start very early

in childhood), there are many points in the life of the individual

or rainy points in the development of the disease process at which.,

health care services and healtirrelated services might be of benefit.

This process characteristic of disease then creates problems of

Of course, pregnancy may not really be considered a sickness: It

is, nevertheless, a state of he'alth requiring clinical professional

care.
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definition and measurement.. The question becomes: "When, in fact, does
illness occur and what criteria are used in its definition?"

4. Disease is multi-causal. We have been accustomed to think
in terms of single cause/effect relationships in dealing with disease,
because of the effectiveness of technology in thesontrol_of some
communicable disease. We have learned that polio viva causes polio
disease, but the-presence of the virus does not explain why some
children die, others are permanently paralyzed, and others h-ave only.
minor symptoms. It is not only the but also characteristics
of.the.child, his/her resistance, phy tea activity, other infections, .

etc. that influence the severity of p Lo isease. Our understanding
of the nature of disease shows that it is fer more useful at phis
point to understand diSease as the result of a set of interactions
of specific biological, personal itehavioral, environmental, and agent
characteristics interacting in a '%iieb-of causation." 11, Although
this concept of many factor's causing disease may at first seem
confusing; it Providea a mechanism for defining alternate wags of
solving problems and provides the theoretical and practical basis for
incorporating different kinds of health care providers in a primary
tare team.

lo clarify this point further, a (true) description of a
patient may be of value. The patient is a 68-liear-old widow living
on her husband's (fixed) pension in an urban walk7up flat. This
'woman has diabetes reasonably vell maintained under the supervision
of a physician At an ambulatory care clinic. During the winter the
woman cannot (or feels she canntit) pay the rising rates on her gas :
gill and her gas supply is cut off.: As a result, she now has no
heat, no helt water, and no meabs to cook her food. In this setting
she.is eating cold canned food. "After a few weeks she develops a
cold, her diabetes goes out of control, and her respiratory infedti9n
progresses to pneumonia. Acutely ill, she comes to the ambulatory
'clinic, is evaluated, and is placed in a public hospital for care. At
the end of four weeks her condition has stabilized and she is_dis-
charged from the hospital -- back to the same, unchanged setting.
Obviously, one might assert that in addition to medical.care, effective
health care involves other kinds of services to this patient if her
health IA to be maintained.

Our former simple concepts of single causefeffect relationships
in disease do not explain the differences in disease distribution or
severity in different populations or in, different countries. Under-
standing disease as the result of a set of interactions of specific
biological, personal behavioral, environmental, and agent characteristics
(the web of causation) results in an understanding of the ecologv.of
health and the ecology-of diseaSe. This provides the basis for
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developing new means to deal with health problems.

5. In the developing world-there'is a close relationship
between illness (morbidity) and mertality. In these countries the
leading causes of death are heavily weighted by the infective and
parasitic diseases. Hidden behind these causes is the problem of .

milnutrition, especially in children:. While these infectious
diseases are the causes of death, they are also the common causes
of illness in the population. In the "developed" world there is a
strong disAunction between causes'of death and morbidity. Arthritis

is the most'prevalent chronic condition in the United States, but
hardly a caute ef death. In the develbped.world death stetistics .

tell little about the quality of life or health. In the developing
world these death statistics are still (unfortunately) quite
useful descriptors of the state of health of the populations.

1 6.. There is'a coincidence of health problems4 Just as disease
clusters in time and space, for any individual, health probelms also

cluster together. For the populations of the'developing world,
disease does not'occur in isolation. The child who. dies_of measlesP

also' is malnourished, has one or several kinds of parasites, has
several sick or malnourished siblings, and comes from a large' family
in the lowest socioeconomic level of the population. The occurrence
of measles as a killing agent is not an isolated event. Indeed,
prevention of the measles may hot even prevent the death! To. under-.

stand the dynamics of health and disease in these pepulations, we must
recognize problems not as isolated entities, but rather the simultaneous
occurrence (hence coincidence) of several problems.9

7. Health care exiSts in means/end continuum. Health care
is provided as the means to an eildt tbe end being improved health
status, and commonly thereby improved social' or economic productivity.
This.improvement in health status is generaly defined objectively
and mahy-Of thetechnologies to achieve this improved status can be
identified. .There is generally strong social consensus to suPport
investments in services that lead to clear health status improvement.

Hoever-, health care is also provided as an end in itself. The

provision of health care is generally seep as a social good; it
represents the caring and humanitarian functions of society and is
an expression of the human value orientation of society. It is this
orientation that supports the contention that even if outcomes cannot-'
be changed, it is the responsEbility ofithe health sector to taft

care of the sidk. It is in this dimension of health care as a social
value that there is far less consensus about haw much care is enough,-

Furthermore, the confusion of means and ends, treating 4alth
41N
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care as a homogeneous aggregate, explains the absence of a relation-
ship between-health resource inputs and health status outcomes.
Martini, et. al.13 have commented on the need to move away from
traditional health indices taward measures that take into considerar
tion the different patterns of care and the social and behavioral
aspects of health. Similarly, Elinson14 has discussed,the problem
bf the lack of senSitivity of various measures for establishing cause/

. effect relationships between health resource.inputs and outcomes as
required under recent health planning legislation in the-United States.
Abe1-Smith15 has commented on this problem-i4 the context of planners,

. economists, and physicians having to agreejon acceptable outcome
measures for health actions.

Another way of viewing health care in the means/end continuum
is to observe that the provision of health care may also be used to
meet other, nonhealth social needs. The health services may function
to promote social cohesion or personal security'or to illuStrate,
social equity. Abel-Smith15 contents, "In a countrY rent by triballim,
a health service which treats the sick equally, irrespective of tribe,
color or religion is daily teaching the message of equal citizenship
and promoting' a sense of national unity."

It would appear that the common aggregation of health services
data ignores these means/end conflicts in the provision of health.
services. For planners to assist the society in identifying the
potential impacts of various health programs, it will be necessary
to distinguish between those oriented toward chanking health status
and those oriented toward providing care for the sick or some other
social goal.

8. No matter what the resources,-there are many health needs
.which remain unmet.

It may perhaps also be said that mankind has
arrived at a crossroad in that health services
that could be offered to individuals and'popula-
tions.were previously limited by lack of scien-
tifically based knowledge. Now we have reached
the point where the limiting factor is not knop-
ledge, but resources. Even the richest country
in the world Would not-be able to offer optimal
health-services to both individuals and communi-
ties in prevention, cure, and rehabilitation in
the combined field of domatic, mental, and
social diseases.16
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Thds, choices are made about the allocation of resources, somefithes

through explicit allocation decisions..,other tite-resulting from

the aggregate responde of providers to the pressures placed upon

them in the marketplace. While.this problem is clearlx.xvidIsnt in

the developing world.(see, fopexaiple, 17, 18, 19),. it is also, true

in the "developed" colintries. For example, ilf-the United States,,

'although Medicare and Medicaid have redliced financial barriets to.

care for some k.,ents of the poptilation and the data4 show ineptaSed'

accessibility to eare for all segments .of the population (poor, non-

poor, and,pinorities1 during the period 19647-1973, there arePtady

health needs that remain, uhmet./ M4ny ofthese needs are problems,

for whichcost-effective techn1ogyxists, iproblems that could ljell

be met in vprimary care setting and )od whieh there is fairly clear

TonsuMr and provider consensUs on,the 'need "for action. .Ihis is

especially true in the area of preventive'serVices. Data on imiuniza-

tions in the United States indicate that only 67 percent of children,

under five have been, iMmuniied against measles, 60 Percent.of children

under five haVe been inimunize8 against rubella; two-thirds of the-

children under age 15 are protected.against.pOlio, and 'only three-

fourths.of those under five have been immunized for the triple childhood

diseases of diphtheria:. whooping cough,. and,tetanus:. Unfortunately,' the

trend during the last ten years haS worsened. As also might be.expected,

the immunization rates for the poor And mincorities are much.wooe than

for the general population.. y allaccounts these are.undcceptable

coverage figures for those preventable' childhood diseases'.

What we must recognize is that there is allocation of health

services in every society.' What we ne,ed to assess is how'goad or 0
bad this.allocation is.and the medhanfems by which it occurs. Gish2

has commented upon the value content of planning decisions and the

risk that the professional'interests of the few may be destructive

of the needs of the many. .Cranen'summarizes his personal experience

with such a. problem.

B. PRINCIPLES RELATED TO SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 1
a

1. Soeloeconomic,development implies improvement along both

social and economic dimensions of the society.

It is now recognized that the distinction between

economic development and social development is no

,
longer, tenable, even in terms of ftoductivity and

profit. NeverOeless, development has often been,

conceived of primarily in economic terms, since

substantial economic changes are necessary for the

achievement of .manr social goals. (Consequently)

socivconomic development includes development in
4

the health fle1d.22
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The measures of economic development commonly are quantitatfve

positive indicators such as growth in'gross national product or
increase in per capita productivity. .Soma of the ea:mimic indicatord
may be descriptive of activities of particelar sectors, such as .

total agricultural productivity or industrial productivity. Measures
of social imOrovement are commonly both positive and negative. Such4
indicators reflect progress toward social goals, e.g., increase
literacy rates, lowerj.ng of infant mortality rates, decreases in
crime, etc.

2. A fundamental problem in socioeconomic development is the
sicarcitx of resources. There is little 'disagreement that one of the %=.
problems for development is the relative scarcity of resources. These
'resources includ such obvious resources as investmenF capital,
physical facilities- and equipment, suitable technology, 'a skilled

'4Fork force, and organizatibnal systems for the distribution of goods, '

and services. However,.the resources for develoOment are not merely the
economic resources of capital, but also the human resources: a healthy;
motivatea,' and skilled work force.

The motivation and attitudes of man are essential
elements in the process of population and output
change, an emphasis which contrasts with the more
conventional -.concern over a nation's mhterial and
phyiical iaputs in the process'of economic and
demographic 'advance.'

1101.

,f

This would'imply'that an adeqUate supply of liuman resource's may wefl
be eftential to socioeconomic development. Others (e.g., Mushkin23)
Ilave suggested that humans should be viewed as capital resourees in
which investment, especially in the form of hehlth and edudation, is
necessary to make them productive. This theory suggests that health.,
services .(tmong others). increabe the re'sources available for socio-
economic development.

3. Resourcds which are availablc;.'are neither randomly"nor
equitably distributed. Just as we have suggested that health and
illness are not randomly distributed in society, so, too, provem and
wealth are,clustered in 6elected segments of the population. The extant
of such maldistribution of economic-resources and its impact on the
population have been illustrated'in several of the Sincrisis studies.'89 19
tin obvious concomitant of t4s is the phenemenon of "cumulative
advantage" 24 in which-those who have resources, capital, education,
health; or land are able to generate further resources. This
phencimenod of cumft;ative advantage tends to increaie even further
the idequity of resource distribution.

a
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4. The economic _product of modern society is not homogeneous

in its benefits relative to health. The general assumption has been

that the increased production, intome and conlumption are uniformly

health-promoting. The ificrease of life.eXpectancy with economic

development and the differential in death rates associated with

socideconomic class have tended to support this assumOtion. How-

ever, once there has occurred the decline in inkectious dtseases

which occurs with early moderOzation, the rise in per capita income

is paralleled by the rise of adult chronidpon-infectious diseases:

heart disease, cancers,Ecirrhosis.orthe liver, etc: While this

"disease subatitution".may simpiy reflect humans' mortality, Eyer25

has suggested prosperity as a-cause of death.

. Waldroh.and Ricklefs26ve suggested that the general
correlation of economic development life'expectancy breaks down

into two parts: below about $700 GNP per,capita, life expectandy
rises with increasing per capita product; over $700 GNP, there is nq

relationship between per.cdrIta proauct and life expqctancy. Using

these and other data, Eyer25 has written ttiai "a small part of modern

economic product isunequivocally heaIA-promoting, and that this

part.can haveJa lafte impact-on population health.very early in

development if the national leadership makes its 'production and

equal distrillution a first priority.'
4

If it is generally true that econamic.development has both

health-promoting and health-detrimental chiractieristics,- it would

appear that development should not be examined as an aggregate',

homogeneous.phenomenon. Frain this perspective, it is probably

appropriate V, suggest that the development chalacteris.tics of 'a

country tend to be unique to that country and th'at it would.be
-

hazardous to Uneralize about the "benefits" of developmen:t.

S. The fundamental,problem of investment is-the,taking away

from today for tomorxow. A problem of developing countiiesbis a

shortage of all dinds of resources. A shortage today Meana that

there .are existing unmet demands and unmet epds. in'this situation,

investment implies increasi he shortage f: pday fok

th

benefitsome-

1
time in e fauT The. e ure benefit exdp to pow only,as a foreeadt

of,the investment planne --.it may be deft W'by probabilities,.
sometimes only 41th under ain hope. The preapnt valup"of.this futua

benefit is accordingly di icult to estimate..
,. .

.

A sedond diffi arises in the determination andacceptance .

of a suitable time frame for the planned ben'efits. While it may be

pcissible to tolerate shortages this year for benefits next year,'as .

the ftture benefit become,more distant, acceptabili6, of that time

frame isfibore difficult.

f
S.
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Finally, hidden behind all this is the question: "Whose
short'age abd whose benefit?" The investment question then becomes:
"Who is to benefit and when?"

6. The cause-effect relationships in the development process
have not been clearly defined. While the dramatic development
processes of the various capitalist and socialist economies have
been carefully studied, there is as yet no unified theory or empirical .
data set that explains the _various oucces.ses and difficulties in
socioeconomic development. Analysis'of the success of various
development projects or the failure of others have not yet produced
a model for development that is either explifiatory or predictive
(e.g., 27, 28). The cause-effect.relationships between resodrce
inputs and social cov economic outqopesotill xemain elusive. Abel-
SFithj5 Malenbaum, and Navarro,'9 among ottrirg, have alluded to this
problem. r

C. WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THE ROLE OF socumcommzp DEVELOPMEtT.I.N THE
IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH? H.

As was mentioned earlier,it has 'generally been bilievedithat
the health of populations has risen concomitantly with improvement in
other dimensions of socioeconomic development such as productivity,
income, education, and the like. An extensive investigation of-the
historical changes in human life span and mortality over long periods
of time has been reported by Aciadi and Nemeskfiri.30 Data and conclusions,
from several studies.of more recent health and disease trends are summarized
below.

1. The common explanations for improved health (usually
defined as dacreased mortality) are the' following:,

a. the applgation of medical technology an&
masa campaigns to diseases such as malaria

-\and smallpox;

b. the extension of basic health services; both
preventive and curative, to provide greater
cfverage of the population; and

C. the effects of'general ecollemic development,
including improved nutrition education,
income, and social legislation.

Usually it is difficult to separate the. effects of any factor
because all three processes commonly occur simultaneously.
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To assess the'rclative impacts of the three factors above,

Gray studied the, effects of malaria control in Sri Linka.31- He

selected'Sri Lanka because, being an iblania, it was'a relatively

closed system, it had made remarkable strides both in Malaria con-

trol and in 'the developaient'of basic health services, and it had

4 good data base. The study showed that prior to malaria control

there was a limier correlation between malaria and death rates by

age and cause. Malaria explaine# the differential between high

and.loW death rate areas and\the effects of.malarie overrode the

effects. of other activities (\e.g., provision of health servicee,

,sanitation and 1120 supply, etc.). Gray Suggested that in this

instance control over salaria was a necessary prerequisite to lowpr-

ing the death rates -- malaria control contributed approximately

24 percent to the decline.* While malaria control ,explained,24

percent ef the decrease in death rates, he conclUded thiat most of the

decline* (approximately twothirde) was explained 1,7 general factors

nutrition improvement,and economic development), not by control

of malaria or by the extensien of general health services throughout.-

the island.

Gray extended his anplysis to data from Guyana, Guatemala,

. Mexico, and Venezuela with similar results: that "general" factors

explained more of the change in death rate than did disease-specific

activities. The fimdings of Gray support earlier (controversial)

argumentsadvanced by Fredericksen that a rise in living standards

was responsible for virtually all of the spectacular postwar mortality

decline ii Sri Lanka.% In many papers Fredericksen implied that this

conclusion extends to many other nations.35, 36

2. McKeown and Lowe37 have analyzed mortality trends during

the past century and a half, for infectious diseases of childhood,

using data from England and Wales. From their data only the changes

in'polio and diphtheria mortality can-be explained by the application

of specific medical technology or public health programs. The

WAmatic decreases in measles, scarlet fever, and pertussis deaths in

children cannot be explained by either specific medical technology,

Consequelitly,. Gray concluded that malaria control explained only

10 percent of the population increase in Sri Lanka during.the post-

war period and was, therefore, an important but not major factor in,

the population growth of the country. This disputes the earlier

conclusions of Newmann (who estimated in 1965 that 60 percent of

dhe population increaie was accounted for by the eradication

campaign) and Barlown who used Newman's data to develop a method

for measuring long-term effects of malaria.eradication on pei capita

.income.
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pUblic health, or medical care services. Their concluiton is Chat
the decrease.in death rates from these latter dieeases milk be .

attributable- to the more general'iffects of socioecanomiC improve-
merit, including better nutrition,'housing, and social legisladon

1

including hygienic changes.

3." Similar pattern's are seen with other diseases.. The-changes
in malaria and typhoid fever*in the United States can be directly
ascribed to specific programs. The decline in tubermilosis,.however.
in.the United States (as well as*the diseases McKeown identified),
can only be ascribed to the more getieral effects of socal and
economic change.38

. 4. Infant mortality and maternal mortality have decreased
both in England and in the United States during this.century; hosiever,
although all social classes 'have benefited from this general improve-
ment, the gap between the poor and the rick has remained.constant37
suggesting that socioeconomic variables play a major role in this
problem. More recent studies.illnstrating this point are cited
above.

In .our attempt to develop a model for redictini vitamin:A
deficiency' ia children,9 regression analysisi4as. used on many variablea
in a data set from Pakistan. Althbugh we'were not.seeking to establish
cause effect'relationahips4 Che analysie-showed income to be the
strongest predictor.of malnutrition in tile child population.: In this,
instance a socioeconomic indicator (incoMe) was a stronger.descriptive
variable for malnutrition than several health-. and.nutrition-related
Variables, including age at weaning, *mmunizatioh status, or diarrhea'
diseate. .

qn
Recently, Marshall". has argued that iiiproved nutrition is tilie

main determinant of mortality decline in the developing countries.
Marshall Uses a method of elimination, Presenting evidence against,
the commanly acdepted explandUons of mortality' decline.. Same support
coies from the work of,Puffer and Serrano,40'who Showed that mal-
nutrition is a,very common contributory caUse of death in Children.
However, whether nutrition has in fact.improved over time or whether
malnutrition has become less lethal remains'uninown. Unfortunately,
there.seem to be po long term studies on changes in the prevalence of
malnutrition..

...-

These studies have been faulted on a number of grounds.
Benjamin41 comments that "the method of stildy is not entirely satis-
fying since itassumes that what cannot be .explainea by preventive
and curative therapy or genetic selection is most probably attrtbutable
to environmental influence, though (generally) no specific influences
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are identified." His book provides an excellent review of the metho-

ological problems of research into social and economic factors

influencing mortality.

More recently, Preston
42 has sought to overcome the methodological

inadequacies of former studiee. #reston sodght to estimate the

contribution of economic factors to declines in mortality during

the twentieth century. He used cross-sectional relationships between

national life expectancy and national income per capita during three

decades of the twentieth century. His analysis showed an exponential

relationshiwbetween national income per capita and national life

expectancy wlth.a steep rise in life expectancy as per capita income

rises to about $400 (in,the 1960s) and then a plateau et higher per

capita Income levels. During the twentieth century thece has been

an upward shift in the relationship between life expectancy and per

capita national income. (During the 1930s, the plateau in life

expectancy was not reached until there-vas a per capita national income

of approximately $600.) From his analysis of regional and global data,

he concluded that factors other than a country's level of income

probably account for 75-90 -percent of the increasp in life expectancy

for the world as a whole between the 1930s and the 1960s. Income

growth per se accounts for only 10-25 percent. While the estimates

are not meant to be pmecise, they,do specify orders of magnitude.

From these data Preston asserts that iris possible to rule out

malnutrition find literacy as major contributors to life expectancy

because income bperates on mortality through such factors as medical

and public health services, nutrition, and literacy..

A further conclusion of his study is that mortality has not

become disassociated from standard of living during this century.

He concludes with a seeming paradox: "that income has been a trivial

factor in recent mortality trends and . . . that it is still a

critical determinant of mortality level . . . the data suggest that

mortality has become more responsive to income in the rangte of

greatest interest," i:e., dm, the countries with the lowest per

capita income. Preston coiments on the seeming inconsistency by

noting "the point is simply that mortality is subject to multiple

influences."

From these contradictory sfu.,es it might be Useful to be

reminded that the benefits of devel...ent are not necessarily

homogeneous. Some of the contradi ion may derive fram the mix of

positive and negative benefits of the developmental process. The

vast literature on the epidemiology of the chronic diseases which

links these,diseases to modern lifestyles and environmental

characteristics bears ample testimony. At a far more concrete level,



it should be noted that specific development programs, while leading
to apparent economic benefits, may.hive detrimental effects on the
health of the population. These detrimental effects may be obvious
4n the.form of industrial accidents and.poisonings, occupational ,

hazards, or-contamination of' the phykical environment. Some of the
detrimental effects may be more subtle. For example, Grbss-and
'Underwood43 Studied the impact of the development of sisallarming
in a,region of Brazil. Although there were economic benefits. to be
achieved from the sale of sisal...in a ready market, their study
shoWed that sisal farming demands such high energy costs on the part
of.workers in relation to the wages received for the work'that
systematic deprivation of food.calorieslrom the nonproductive famil
members (commonly .children) becomes necessary for'the workers to sta
at their jobs. In this instance, thefuiure health statUS of the
population.ismortgaged for current incoMe, with.a net loss..'Siiilarly, ,

excellent analYdes of the health effects of the workplace gre'presented
in Job Demands and Worker Health.44

Summary

From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that there is no
conausive evidence regarding the impact of socioeconomic development
on Amproved health status. ..The last.century and a half have witnessed
remarkable iMprovements in our understanding of the causes'Of.disease
and'the development of technologies to prevent and treatmany diseases:
The application of these technologids has had clear impactipn the
lowering_of both morbidity rates'and death rates.inmaay.:'
instances, 'In others, the downward secular trends of morbidity and
mortality appear to result from a More favorable relationship berdeen
humans 44 their environment. While the evidence is not conclusive,
'both .t d experience tend to.support the conclusion that general
socioedni developmenthas 'a major beneficial influence on health:45
Recogn ..the.multi-causal nature of illness and death, much of the
discrek -in-research findings probably results not only from the
methodOlogicalt definitional, and measureMent problems, but also from
the unique-mixof biological, socioeconomic -and medical,care factors
w4ch interaas to influence health and illn;ts in each society which
has been studied.

D. WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT HEALTa'AS AN INPUT INTO SOCIOECdNOHIC
DEVELOPMENT?

This question is far more difficult to address, expect.in a
few dramatic examples. The most notable of these Was the failure
in building the Panama Canal tintil the'endemic parasitic disesses
were brought Under control. There are similar.examples in regions



of Airica made uninhabitable by malaria. In general, these clear-

cut relatiorships between, health factOrs influencing the outcomes of

socioeconomic development efforts are unCoMmon. Current research

to define the impact'of health on socioeconomic development appears.

to be hampeted by significant (though sometimes necessary) method-

ological compromisil. Most research Appears to fail into three

general categories, 'as folloys:

(a). Many studies-eeek assotiations between crude measuree of

health (e.g., crude mortality rates) and some indicator of .Socio-

economic development: These'studies are frequently-based upon

.aggregated data and as.such they ignore the Means/end issues,in.health

care, the non-hamogeneify of,the benefits of economic development and

the unequal distribution of health and economic benefits in the

society. They.also frequently ignore changing demographic charac4er-

istiCs of the populations over. time: As a result, such.studies

provide, interesting andsdmetiMes 'useful:descriptive characterietics

Of changes in the measures.under study. The aggregation.of data,

however, frequently obscures stronger relationships. .Similarly,

.studies baeedrupon simple associations of variables do not provide

insight into the causal mechanisms.that are of-great concern to the

development planner.'

(b) More precise studies link one specific health variable with.

another specific measure of socioeconomic development. Such studies,

insofar as they control for obvious variables, allow for-the identi-

fication of simple aseociations. In attempting to control for thg

interaction of other variables, many difficulties arise. Benjamin 41

comments on this problem with an example relating to the investigation

of tuberculosis in Ireland. He notes that social class4n the study

was strongly correlated with housing, nutrition, occupation, and Irish

birthplace. "If therefore there was an association between tubercu7

losis mortality and Irish birth there-would also apparently be an

association between tuberculosis and social class. Which was the

direct and which the indirect of the correlations?" Susser10 provides

further examples of these problems and describes several methods of

dealing with them.

Although studies of this type tend to be more helpful than

those in group (a) above, the concern is in recognizing and assessing

the impact of other variables that were not studied or controlled.

(c) A few'studies attempt analysis within an ecological fraMe-

work that identifiee many interacting variables and seeks to identify'

the nature of the variables and their interaction.

Despite the agove limitations, from the available data a few
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generalizations can be made. Prom the occupational health literature
tpere is clear evidence of the relationship between major respiratory
incapacity, occupational poisonings, or major orthopedic limitations
and some kinds of work productivity. Other examples of nafa subtle
relationships follow:

1. The relationship between caloric input or-deprivation and
work productivity has been fairly clearly established. Winslow46
has reviewed these .data extensively and Summarized findings from
experiences in Europe during World War II and data from varIous
development projects. This work is also summarized in Syncrisis 1.17

,W4inslow notes that where calorie supply is marginal, starvation may
lnot be'obvious, but malnutrition can be detected. The available
calorie supply may meet the needs of-survival but prove to be

dequate to provide sufficient physical energy to allow foriwork
r to fight disease. Other studies have demonstrated that disease
Aso makes calorie 4mands.and might interact with malnutrition in
influencing work productivity. Pollack and-Sheldon47 have sought
to estimate the impact of disease on calorie demand.

In attempting to estimate the relationship between improved
qutrition and increased Productivity, Correa and Cummins9 studied
18 countries for the period 1950-62. Their study showed that in
nine countries of Latin AmerOca'an increase in calorie intake made
a contribution of nearly 5 iercent to the rise in national product.
In'the economically deprived countries increase4 calorie intake had no
apparent effect on the national product. Correa observed that the
poorer the country, the greater the role qf improved nutrition in its
development. A recent report of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
has stressedrthe need for further glitearch on the relationship between
nutrition and productivity.49

2. Malnutrition, both as protein/energy malnutrition and
vitamin deficiency, is"clearly related to high morbidity and mortality,
especially in children. Same of this morbidity may also have secondary
effects such that malnutrition and vitamin A deficiency blindness may
drain.significant-resources into a/social support system.9, 50, 51

'In 1961 Sukhatme52 reported a method of estimating the
incidence of'hunger in the population based on the international
reference scale for calorie requirements and on the variation in
energy expepditure among men of the reference age group. Using this
technique to estimate the prevalence of hunger and its distribution
in variout populations, he then studied therelationships betweem
available calorie supplies 'as a percentage of calorie requirements
and their relationship to death rates during the period 1955-59.

- 42 -
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His data illustrate the striking statistical yelationship between
percent availability and death rate -- those areas with.calorie

availability less than 100 percent of requirements had far higher

(generally approximately two times as high) death rates as compared

with those areas having adequate or abundant food ,supplies. Benjamin41

comments:

The true mc,Tty effects of food shortage are
obscured by ot er causes of high mortality in
tropical countries, e.g., malaria (though this
is far less important than a decade ago) but the
contrast between those regions of,ample food is

. clear enough. Medical advances have.made it
possible to reduce the worst effects of
qualitative deficiencies of food -- beriberi,
scurvy, pellagra -- but sheer underfeeding
cannot be combated by medical knowledge.

3. It is frequently suggested that there should.be a relation-
ship between heaVith and education and between these two,factots and

socioeconomic development. For example, Correa53 haa suggested that
the quality and quantity of the labor fofCe determine the productive

function of the work performed. His study of .indices established for
seveial countries reveals differenc6 in working capacity resulting

, from variation in health status or nutrition or both combined. His

study analyzes the-connection between total production and the

characteristics of the labor force in terms of the interaction of.

health and education.

Studies directed at determining the relationship between

disease and mental performance have yielded contradictory evidence.

For example, Stein and Susser, et al.54 in a cohort study of the

Dutch famine during World War II could not establish a relationship

between malnutrition in childhood and subsequent 'mental performance

in the adult'survivors. A recent study by Freeman, et al.. in
Guatemala suggests that there is a relationship between malnutrition

and mental performance.55 Data from a study by Monckeberg illustrated
the interaction between nutrition and environment.56 Guthrie and

Guthrie57 investigated the problem of malnutrition and cognitive
development of children in various Philippine villages from an

ecological perspective and identified the important though not single

role of nutritional deprivation in delayed cognitive development. The

study by the\National Academy of Sciences49 notes:
\

PrOtein-calorie deficiency is responsible for

. the\poor growth Wthildren in the developing

coun\tries. It impairs their ?erfortance on
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tests of learning and behavior and reduces
their resistance to Infection. Hoviever,

the relative requirements to protein.and
..calaries.and'the effects of 'minimal deficien7
cies of-each are highly ',controversial, largely -

because the'requisiteeinformation'is licking.
This is true for deficiencies of most ether
.nutrients as well.

The Academy has suggested prOtein and calorie deficiency, as .

a high priority fOr research.'.The:importance of thia area of research
_can hardly be overstated. If it is'indeed.true that nutritional
deprivation in childhood influences subsequent mental status, it is
probably that it then influences the intellectual capacity and work
productivitY of the work force. The Food and Agriculture Organiza-.
eiOn of the United NationsHestimates that approximately 450 million
people'doliot receive sufficient food (World Baik estimates tun aa.
high as one.billion.pe6ple).49 Most of these people live n the
developing world. If nutritional deprivation'of these peop e and

.

their children-influences the sObsequent intellectual capacy ofthe
population, this may prove to be one of the moat critical faà,ors in
socioeconomic development of the future.

4., tpstelp and WeisbrOd58' sought to.determine whether there
was any relationship betweei subcliniCal disease (parasitism) and
school achievement in a Caribbean island. Although they recognize&
that their study.excluded those with acute illness, their interest
was in determinim the impaCt-of Iow-level infection on-educational
performance. 'Their study revealed no relationship between sub-

, clfnical parasitism and school achievement. In fact, socioeconomic
status of the father was-most Strongly explanatory of the school
performance of the child.

]

5. Recent Studies of subclinical di ease, in this instance
subclinical anemia,.have shown decrease4 work prodUctivity in three
populations: tea pickers in Sri Lanka, latex tappers in Tndonesia,
and weeders in.Guatemala.59

'6: *As was suggested.before, health programs and services
can serve the achievement of socioeconomic development goals. Abel-
Smi015 noted the way in which health programs can promote Social
cohesion. Arnold60 has described extensively the role of health
wrograms from a social systems perspective.

5 trail= ry

From these and other data, it can be said that health is
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derived from h alth sector actions and as externalities from actions

of other sectors. Some of these externalities.are predictable, others

are not. Similarlx, improved health appears to have saline impact on

the socioeconomic development of a country although the nature of

this impact is far less clear. The-apparent contradictions in much

-of the data suggest that the kinks between health and socioeconomic

development are not only disease specific but also unique to thi

specific social-cuatural-economic setting. This would imply that

generalizations are inappropriate and that it is necessary to study

the speCific ecology of a health or development problem before useful

recommendations can be offered.

Alternate Pe rs ec t

At this point the reader may be a little discouraged and

confused about the relationship between health and development. It

appears from the various research sthdies wbich were discessed that

in some instances, in some countries, socioeconomic developmeni has

been aided by progress in the control of disease or the promotion of

health by improved nutrition or other means. Lg same instances

health has_benefited from improvement in socioeconomic statps of the

population, But the pattern is not striking or consistent. To many,

this may suggest that there is no apparent order to the piocesses of

health and disease or to the processes of economic and social.developc

ment..- Perhaps these processes 1.nteract, but not in any understandable

way.

Alternately, it,may be that the two questions that have been

studied -- What is known about health as an igput into socioeconomic

development? What is known about the 'role of socioeconomic develop-

ment in the improvement of healthltare not the most useful ways, f

of anderstanding the relationshilgp tween the processes of health

and development. In general,-the answers to these questions have

summarized current researth'and thought on the problem from an 0

analytic perspective. The research,has sought to tease apart the

complex issues into small, unde;.standable pieces. It is difficult,

however, to reassemble these pieces, to develop a syntIbesis without

a conceptual framework. In the opening chapter of his book, The

Systems Approach, Churchman61 addresses this problem with the words:

Suppose we begin by listing the problems of the

world today that in principle can be solved by' '

modern technology.

In principle, we have the technological capability

of adequately feeding, sheltering and clothing

every inhabitant of the world;
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In.principlei we have the technological capability
'of. providing.adequate medical care foreevery
inhabitant of the world. ,

In principle, we have the technological capability
.

.of providing sufficient education for every *

inhabitant of the world for him'to enjoy a 'mature
intellectual life.

$

In principle, we have the tchnological capability
of outlawing warfare and.of instituting social
sanctions that will permit the outbreak of iIlegal
war.

In principle, we haVe the capability of creating
in all societies a freedom of opinion àñda.
freedom of action, that- will minimize the illegitimate
constraints imposedby the society on the indlimidufil.

Etc.

This list is longer, but Churchman askl why we have not in
fact succeeded, where in principle it is possible. His answer is
in part "they are so interconnefted and overlapping. . .that it is
not clear at all where we ought to begin." And it may be that the
problem is,inappropriately framed. His book then suggests ways to
think about and study tile interconnections of problems -- the systems
approach.

The iystems approach is based upon a

systemdtic and constructive inquiry into natural
.gtphenomena on t'he assumption of general order in'
nature , . . The empirical sciences are viewed
as active stoiehouses of information forming the
substance.of potential solutions to . . . issues.
By,ehis method scientific findings are used
instrumentally, to construct a conceptual fraMe-

r wark adequateto the understanding of nature as an
integral network of ordered ineerdependency.62

%
The first assumption'tpen is that at least some of the processes ,of nature are unders,tandable, that we can take our discrete places

of knowledge and put them tog4her in a that increases our
understanding and is useful. The second idepcion is that of inter-
dependence of parts. In the context of health, the'relationships
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which. exist between gialnutrition, diSease states, physical develop-

ment, and.activity have, not been 'well.documented. At a,more global .

level "health.services can.only be und9fStood as an integral part

of ihe political, economic, andaocial/structure of the country.

concerned, And revolution is not possible in one sector of society

only."l6

Although these two assuptibns -- order in nature and inter-

dependence are not especially, remarkable, the systems approach

built upon them provides a Systematic way to observe, analyze, and

synthesize our knowledge. All of us do it implicitly or-intuitively
studOl.ng, researching, analyzing professional and personal '

experiencts--- synthesizing.them into "professional judgments" oi

"common sense." Some of us'are more skilled at this than others and

a few are4aistinguished experts. The systems approach helps us take

our implicit analytic and synthetic processes and make them explicit

and logical. By doing so we become conscious of the queitions we are

studying and our means of making decisions about them. The systems

approach thereby structures a logic of inquiry into problems.

A system then may be conceptualized as "a slit of components,

which act with and upon one another to bring about a state of ba Ance,

interdependence, or .'whoieness'."§3 Systems may be further de ribed .

as static ordynamic. ,In static systems the relationships among the

, component parts tendto be relatively fixed. Dynamic systems are

characterizeeby shifting relationships among the componentsr-la

kind of action and reaction resulting in a dynamic equilAbrium.

Most social systems appear to contain components in boih dynamic

and static relationships: The system can be observed interacting

with the environment:' "all other factors (outside the system) which

impinge upon the system"64 and are not under the active cOntrol of .

the system. The system draws resources.from the environment and

returns resources (new or transformed) to the environment.

Many authors have.Suggesed that the study of the system and

its interaction/with the environment would be of special benefit in

health. Hanlon05 has'suggested that human ecology as the science of

relationships between' humans and their environment atteMpts to develop

a conceptual framework whereby the convergent complexit of the

relationship of total humanity to total environment is recognized.

Rogers66 and Kilbourne and Smillie67 have extended this oncen ino-

.
the study of health administration and public heAlth. A Id" haS

used this approach to,describe health programs. More re ently,

...Sins68 has proposed An ecosystem approach for the study df nutritional

status, suggesting that the stfength of such a model is tzat it

-et al.9 have identified the need for such an ecosystem coceptUalization



in the utilization of nutritioipand health research in the 'developing

countries.-

--"---.Planding deriyed from:a focus on the interactionA betweeq the.

system and iti.eavironment is sometimes called.intersectoralvlanning.
In this context, the term "environment" .(those things outside the
boundaries:or control. of the system),includel not only:the physical
environment but also sddial,'economic, legal,. organizational* an4'
,cultural.environments. Since the:system interacts with- the:enironMent
by drawing.resOurces from it and returninirresources to it,.'the
-fication:.of these interactiOns.may influence,.the outcome of a plan.

We all recognize the way.in which socid-cultural beliefs and.ecOnomic
statuS.influence the nutritional status of the child. By Careful

gttehtion to the study of environmentakinfl4Scesi hOwever, we find
th4t nutritiondl status is highly dependent upon hundred6 of other
enviropmental influences, e.g., trade policy, mdtey policy, transporta
tion policy, chemical reseatCh and pesticide policy,'etc.12 Conse-.

quently, insofar.as theSe influences.can be identified and utilized,
it-may be possible to.change the nutritionai.status Of the.poputation
iilth "nOn-nutritivnal" interventions. In Syncrlsis 117 ah
presented to illusxrate how the health of the populatibn.migliehill.

changed by identifying and% acting.on the emtironmental influence..

Similarly, thinking back to the example bf the diabetic 'woman living
o5 a fixed incoMe it should become cleArlow different social and
economic sport systems Migheinfluence her.health:

:Intersectoral.plannibg.utilites the interaction be,tween-the
envirAtent and t,he system to the:benefit of the system. Where two

Systems interact (one is the environment for the other), it is .

frequently possible to design strategies..that make'.uSe of.their

e in -aCtion for the bemefit of -one or.both systems. (rhe nature oft

the iteractions. between systems in the health 'area has-only recently'
Come under scrutiny and evidence of the impact is beginning.to appear'

-in the iterature on interorganizationa1.relations.69,- 7) :

_IC-Second-characteristic of the systems approach to planning

is that it.identifies the interactions'among components ot the

sysxem a's thty relate to a specific output of the system. ,As wag
noted eArlier, th4se interactions may be static or dynamic,'. Bven.fif

c:they ar4. static, they may be subject.to .chang0: At a. global level, ,

such an approach CotIlelladdress interrelations'between hospital

.utilization, o4.pa care.home visiting services, and possible.

.preveritive-or rehabilitation servites. _many instances.the,

utilization of one servide.can alter the heed or deMend for bthet
Wes af-services.t At.a lev71 of disease.drientation this approach

.

uvula study the iniseractioni of various health and,,diseage-problems4

^



For example, in a recent review of the literature a longitudinal

study of childran in India-was reported. Data had been collected

over several years on socioeconomic and demographic characteristics

of the children and their families, perceived illness, inter-

.current infections, receipt of immunizatiOns, subclinical disease

states (e.g., anemia, vitamin deficiency, under-nutrition, parasitism);

and death. Unfortunately, from this perspective the 'interaction

among the various problems of the children was never studied. Despite

the*excqllence of the data and the thoroughness of the researchers,

each disease problem was treated as au isolated entity. Consequently,

data on the prevalence of anemia by age or Socioeconomic status

were available, but without access to the raw data, it ?as impossible'

to determine the relationship among anemia, measles, undernutrition,

and socioeconoliic or demographic conditions. There was no way in

which the coincidence of the various disease problems .could'be esta

blished, no way in which the relative impacts of the various study

--variables could be determined krom the data as presented. If the

relationships had beem drawn, we could have developed an understanding

of the dynamics of the evolution of disease over time in a specific

population. In turn, our understanding of the ecology of health and

disease in this population would have been furthered. From tha;

perspective it would then be possible to determine who needs what

kinds of services unaer which conditions.
,

A third characteristkc of a systems perspective on planning

is the determination and spdtification of benefits or outcomes. The

planner studies resources as inputs into the system and the changes

that occur in these resources. He/she describes the system by its

consumption of reiources%and by the change processes that occur. At

die end, however, the planner's concern is with the product of the

system. The planner is generally far more satisfied with a product

which describes a change in the problem (e.g., X deaths preventea or

Y births prvented) than one that describes a process (e4., Z health

education lectures) for which outcomes are not nearly so obvious. The

need to specify benefits brings us back to the means/ends issue in

health"care that was,iiiscussed.earlier. Abel-Smith15 comments on this

problem:
4,7

A

Those few economists who have penetrated beyond
theories.and generalities, and tried to come to

grips with the realities of applying quantitative

analysis tg.health, 'have coie to appreciate the

peculiar difficulties -- most of which have long

been appreciated by health administrators. Rationaf

planning, whatever technique is used, requires a

measure of outputs. We need to be able to specify -

in pre4se quantitative form what we are trying
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to.achieve so that we can establish 'a relation-
ship between input and,oUtput between
blocks of expenditure and measured steps towards
the attainment of these objectives. There Are,

y however, few fields Where output is so hard.to
-measure as tt is in health services. We Can
within limits measure inputs_-- the resources
,of manpower and goods which are used in health
services.: Even here, however, there are ugly
problems . We can measure the quantity
-of services'. . . butrthese activities are only
means to anend which is the improvekent of
health. They are, moreover, only Art of.the'
methods by which health is improved. Tfie health'

of a population depends on many factors, such as
nutritiOn an4 environment, which ate hot_normally
in the COntrol of the healthsecior. Nevertheless,

.if we are to measure the output Of hgilth services
we will need tck:isolate the contribution they make
'to health statuik. This is clearly &formidable
task.

41-Smith goes on to urgs further research in this area to increase
our understanding, of the dynamics of health: 'Let us deviate, our .

main efforts to widening the choice of paths for'developing countries,
rather than to developing methodologies.and. mcidels for later
generations to use."

. At..thislioint it 4ould appear that many Countries are taking.
many different.paths in dealing With their health.and development
programs. Some are mote expensive than others,. some Axe more
successful than others. They,operate within differing social and
cultural philosophieS, serving many Social goals.. We should use
these disparate_attewts to increase our underStanding ok the
development process and its relationst4p to-health.. We obviously
need further' research in this area, but-possibly first weneed to
rethink what the nature of,that research should be. ,Perhaps We.need
to redefine some of the critical research questions. With the lack
of a 'knowledge base and historical models for understanding.the
development proceps,-but with rising'expectations ancrdemands fOr
solutions io these complex probleAt the development planner is in a
diffiCult situation. Ipseems unlikely that the-issues will be '

resolved in the abstract. Mbre.likely, ourAknowledge will increaSe
as the issues become resolved in-specific contexts. It would be hoped
that the development community will draw upon the theoretical and
empirical knowledge base and adapt it to the Specific'setting'in trypig
to understand the links between health and socioeconomic development.
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NEEDED DEVELOPMENTAL. RESEARQ.1"
FOR

lEASURING THE HEALTH OF POPULATIONS IN-THE 1.DCs

,Theodore D. Woolsey

Introduction

The Conceptual Background and USe of Measures of Health

Scope of the-Concept of Health Measurement. The term "health
Teasurement" is often used extremely broadly to include not only the

- state of health of a population but also the health services the pop-
ulation received and even the conditions of the environment that are .

likely to affect health.; In this paper, however, the term will be used
to denote statistical data which depict*the state of health of the people.
Health measurement will include bOth data conc rning morbidity and mortal-
ity and those classifications and,dependent va ables, such as disease
condition,,age, and sex, which help to pinpoint puplic health problems.

Another limitation on the scope of the concept as it is to be used"
here is that it will refer only to,measurement of the health situation in
the whole population and not simply among those receiving a-particular
ilealth service. Thus, we shall exclude,consideration of how one is to
_measure' the health outcome for those persons receiting service1. Such
data, which might be":a by-product of the r,ecord-keeping of services pro-
videdrelate only to'those recei4ing the service, whereas we shall be
concer5bd with those methods that provide information about all persons
(or a sample of all persons) whether or,not they receive servites.

Finally, in discussing ways of measuring health and needed research
.we shall consider only those methods applicable to general health and omit
those suitable only to producing statistics'on a single disease or a car-
row range of disease. ,types. (For example, there are methods suitable
only to the measurement of the prevalence o ntestinal parasites and
otherssuitable only to tuberculosis. To cove all'of these would re-
quire a sizable book.)

Customary Uses of.Stacistical Health Measures at the National
Level. The types of morbidity and mortality data that will be needed by
a national governMent or a subnational jurisdiction depend greatly upon
the uses to which the statistics are to be put. To some-extent, these
uses depend upon the type of health care system toward which thg nation
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is aiming and this in turn depends upon political goals. Some of the

uses, however, ire so fundamental that they are common to all coilceiv-

Able healtit'care systems.

Uses at the nationallevelare also different from those made by

local, jurisdictions. The latter td4d to be much more programmatically

orientedl.that is, the, uses of health measures are of a kind that seek

to determine whether the health services being provided .are ,dealing

effectively with Particular health problem's. It is liiely, however; that -

in the world's less developetCountries thelocal jurisdictions are almost

exclusiv,ely proaucers of data rather than conSumers. NevertheleSsi.the

feedback of statistical results,to the local ,health authorities is very

muCh to,be encouraged'. Feedback provides the most effective incentive,

for improving the quality Of the statistics for,which the local author-

ities usually have a.major responsibilityt

We shall not attempt here to set forth potential future use of

,

statistics on the health of the population of a subnational jurisdiction

.by the authorities there, but shall-cOncentrate on those usesiikely to

be made by the national government of a developing country. These uses

,are of six types, ang each,type has its own implications for the kinds

of data needed to satisfy it*_

*.

Type 1. Identifying in health.

This obviouply requires that the data be,

secured periodically. It also requires that c.

the kind of health problem be identified as

well as the deiographic groups in which it is

appearing: Some geographical detail is also

extremely helpful since tbe problem may orig-

inate in the population-oponly a single

district.

Type 2. .Projecting_forward in time to anticipate

future problems or,needs. This requires

)1 not only the same variables as does Type

t 41 1 but also a history of changes in the'demo-.

graphic composition of the population (from

periodic censuses) so that one can observe

chang40 in the dempgraphic miN and estimate

the possible effect of the continuation of

these changes on the health problems.
\,

Type 3. Assisting ingthe selection of strategies for

dealing with health programs or in the_ selec-

tion of problems for priority attention in the

face of limited resources. This use implies

that Ihe health measurement, to assist fn the
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,

making of choices .6Ust permit the identifica-
tion of the types of health problems faced and
also some measure of their gravity. ,

l've 4. "Costin& out" piogram and _preparing budgkts.
The health data must be availabXe in the form
of national estimates of aggregates as well
as population rates. To estivate costs it is
necessary to know at a' minimum the number of
people who have to he reached, their general
location, and their demographic distribiltion
,by age an4osex. .

TYPe 5. Publ c education and securi le islatio or
f budgetary support. The statiStics must b

trustworthy and convincing. Those who'ar
responsible for analyzing and presenting e
data are. practically never the.same author-
ities who have control over the governmental
purse strings. The statistics must, therefo
be'of a type that'will-permit the preparation
of a convincing case fOr budgetary support:
Such presentations may also be used in publie-
education campaigns.

TYpe 6. Measuring progress toward ult mate goals,
meaduring eventual program ac omplishment
(as contrapted with immediate output)t and
assisting in the process ofyrogram evalua-
tion. Obviously if a switainecieffort to
deal with,a health problem does not even-

- tually *low u0 in the form of more favorable
trends in the health measure of that problem,
the'pational government will'wish to recon-
sider its"methods of dealing with it and slow
oiown the budgetary commitment until,some more
efteétive program can be devised. This'means
thaE the statistics must be sensitive to the
kinds of health effects with which public
health efforts can feasibly deal. If the
method gives emphasis to health problems that
no one knOws how to deal with, its usefulness
is limited: (This, is the case, for example, with
Most of the customary indices of mortality now'
used in the Industrialized countries-of the
world and points to the need for new4indices
-- a matter which will be discussed:further
in a later section).
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Special Uses in*Itelation to Socioeconomic Development The .

relationship of levels of hearth anctsocioeconoMic development ip known'

to'be complex:but the nature of.tfle interactions that dan be expected

is not well understood.' There have been cape studies (e.g., mortality .

in Sri Lanka) in which.the interactions have been studied.in some depth,..

but these are exceptional,. *It is safe'to say that a developing economy

and eduCational system will often be'accompanied.bY reductions .in

mortall:ty and'that these reductiOns w*11 precede any eUbstantial fakl .

-in the trends of fertility* thus leading'to a temporary increase in rates

of population growth. But whetheethe socioeconomic tdevelopment causes

the mortality reauction* or vice versa,cannot-be conClusively demon7

strated. Eitheecan ,occur without thebther. Probably.bod; kinds,of.

cause-and-effect sequences occur simultaneouslyi- 'araNtit is,fairly certain.

that educational and industrial ckvelopment,risilag 'per capita income,

.and*more Choice in the ways income is spent bring- tabout*Phifts iA the

kinds of health problenm exPerienced as well as changes in demographic

,distribution.

In the cafie of reduced leVels Of chtonic-disability, resUlting

from,reductiOnS in malaria incidenc'e or the commo'n parasitic infesta-

tions, for example, the immediate effect is almost.sure to be an improve-

ment iA the chances for the economy unlees-widespread Unemployment, is

Prevalent.

It would be icapossible in a paper of limited scope Such as this

one to explore*or even attempt to cover the literature on these intricate

interrelationships.' But certainly it ehn be said that a government with

access to both morbidity and mortality statistics will be in a better

position to conducteffective economic planning and to Manage better the

development of its ecotiomy and educaO.onal system. The ome requirement

that such uses of health measurement data seems to itply and that has not

already been mentioned is that the morbidity statistics be accompanied by

statistics on resulting disability. The ektentwto which illness and

injury prevent people from working, keeping house.4, or going to school

'would seem to ban essential adjunct of the dat if they are to be used

in social and econ,omic*planning, as well as iubli *hdalth planning and

program evaluation. ''SuFh data on nr.Uers of days people have been kept *

from their 'usual activities because of-ill health ermit the planner, to

secure at least a crude'ind 'ationof the effect oh morbiditY on the

economy. Hencei in considering needed developmental, research for measur-

ing the health pf populations, we shalk,include discus'sion of measures of,

disability. .

The Theoretically Possible Ways of Measuring the Health of a National

Population

Po

'the needed methodological research in.measuring the health of

ulations in the developing countries cat be more easily.assessed if

10,
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a

. 'one cOnsiders the inherntly.different vays.that health can be measured
.and then-the'resources that are likely to be available in pese couhtries.
How can we'learn about how unhealthy people are? The following are the
alternatives, with a very.brief.commentary. on the basic characteristics

. uf.eaCh;

4

4.
.

'

A. One can arrange to have .a sample of tlie populltion .

g'i'Ven a standardized examihati.on by a team of doctors,
gurses, add other clinic-type.staff. this i$ the most
.medi.1:,a3.lyieliable method, but it s exceedingly expen-
sive and loglittically compleX.

,

. One can have .trained'intervIewers,visit a sample of
the people in their homes and ask them a standard set
of queStions giiout their,health.. This procedure can
reveal:smile health problems tkat flave never received -MS,
medical attention, but 'fo'r such conditidhs the family
is verSrdunlikely,to know the exact nature of the dis-
ease,or -injUry probleM, so most data on untreated
.illness are reported only in the fori of symptoms.

Cc. -One tain-reports from doctors, nurses, or other
X: trained he 1th Personnel aboat the illnesses they

: observe aMong the'patients who'solicit their hssis-
t4nCe., Thismethod can be carried out in the form of.
a special survey And cpver all illnesses and injuries,
or it can c..,er only certain diseases. It includes-
the statistics'of cases of diseases where'the tr6ting
:staffwe required ,to report by'law.- tn'either case,
.hoFever, it-is: dependent. upon the availability of
trained_health rCersonnel to provide care and uPon the
extent to'which people seek them out.for hap'. The

same methdd can bp extended,..or limited, to cases
.treated in hospitals.

1)% _One can,coMect informati.on about.the numbers and
causeiof,deaths dccurring in the popdlation,. This
iimirts the measurement of health problems to those
bwini a fa'ea),.outcome, and the cause of,death
depends, for ifs reliability on whether the deceased
hid mbdical a tention at the time of the fatal 'illness

hele ,use of the death record has
ecordi:ng, or registration, of'

equired'by society for purposes
of the population's health.

esefour basi methods,or variations on rhem, either alone or
nation, produce virtually all the-statistics. on the health of

or iiljury. Neve
the advantage that
the'facts ordeath is

.other than measuremen
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populatibn'S that exist in developing as well as in industrialized natiOns.

,The Present fractical Limitptions in LOCs

The four basic methods tan now be considered in rejation to the

kinds of practical limitations one is likely to find in develnping

countries. .

111

Method A. the health examination is undoubtedly the post expen-

sive and difficult to drganize and operate. To reach a representative

sample.of.the population with a standardized examination requites trained-

. medical teams and, 'often, elaborate clinlcal equipmenr. The examination

must be brought to people reasonably close to their residence, or the

people mist travel to the site of the examination: It is.probably the

least practical of-the general tethods for any country thatas short of

resources and trained personnel. -But saying this should not be taken to

mean that health examinations have not beNsled. Columbia conducted an

examinaniontype sample survey in 1964-1967 was a part of a larger

study of needed health laborpower. This survey borrowed to some extent-

-from the.experience.of. the Health Examination Survey conducted,in the-

United States since 1959.11

We have excluded discussion of methods limited to a single dis-

ease or group of.diseases, .but it is -worth mentioning that cenical

examinations of population samples have been widely used for measuring

the prevalence of certain diseases known to be of particular importance

in the country doing the survey. These have not usua'l.y been national

samples, however, but samples within a district.

The survey based on examination of representitive samples of the

population will not be discussed furthfr in this paper, but it should

,be borne in mind tSat this is the only method chat is capable of detecting

asymPtanatic di6ease in the population. It is also the only method that

can provide prevalence ratesjor clinically defined, diseases, for example,

'hypertension or specific avitaminoses.

Method 13, ihe health.interview, is also complicated and expensiwe

but for less so than-the examination. The repr,esentative sample usually

consiits bJ the,persons residing within a'scientifically selected set of

smail- aredl. Intothese'areas must b sent persons trained as inter-' '

viswers: (If there are language ptoblems,,they must be accompanied by

competent%nterpreyrs.) TheAnterviewers do ndt have to hire had

medical, paramedfa1, or nursing tta4.ning, but they musi b'e people. with

Wficient education.to Fead maps and instruction books, follow instruc.--

tions, and write legibly. The interviewers are usually organized into

crews, eacp.,covering a parelcular district, and ea4 crew is heaaed by

-ap interviewing supervisor. There must, of couese,:be a cental office

manager and statist2tal'analysts. Though industrialized countries rely

heavily.on Computers nowadays for converting ale intel4iew r9sults into
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meaningful statistics, there is.noi4'a single part of the process that

cannot be done by hand if need be.

There is, in the above, no requirement that cannot be met in a

developing country if it wishes to pay for the kind of information that

will be provided. A possible exception is the design of an efficient'

sample and the avail'ability of reliable maps showing towns, villagts,

and roads. (The sample design expertise can usually be borrOwed from

another government or international agency.)

The malor question about Method B is whetlier the results are worth

the expenditure of resources. The limitations of the method should be

well understood, along with its advantages. Without going into great

detail, the advantages are the following:

1. As stated above, the health interview does not require

expensive equipment or scarce categories of skilled
individuals.

2. It provides, as part of the interview, the necessary

. denominator data for the computation of incidence and

prevalence rates, and demographic or socioeconomic
subgroups can be readily iderlified. If the sampling
has been carefully performed, it can even be useful as
a basis for edtimation of the nation's population.

3. Other types of-health data, such as the utilization of

various health care practitioners and facilities and
habits of behaviot affecting health, can be collected
at the same time the morbidity data are gathered.

4. It measures health in the way that most people are con-
cerned about it: their aches, pains, or loss'of vision, .

hearing, or mobility that 4ffect their ability to carry
on their normal,activities or earn their living. Losses

to the national eionomy owing to illness and injury and
the resulting disability can be estimdted from interview
results,more satisfactorily than from any-other type of

health data.

5. Illtless or injury that has not been treated will be re-
ported, in the interview, but, naturally, the nature of

the disease from which a person is suffering will

usually not be known if it has never been diagnosed.

Despite these advantages the results of interviews devoted.to the

health problems of people visited in their own homes have shortcbmings

as a sources of.data on morbidity:
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1. The first is that asymptomatic disease "is, not reported

in the interview, and for many widespread conditions of

a chronic nature this can be a srious gap. The most

obvious example, perhaps, Is the group of diseases re-

lated to.undernutrition or malnutrition. Most of these

are asymptOmatic until very late stages. The same is

true of a number of parasitic diseases-prevalent in

tropical and subtropical countries.

2. Another shortcoming is that, in countries where access

,
to medical 'care is limited, the description of the

health problem of a family member provided in the intef-

view is difficult to use for national planning and pro-

gram evaluation purposes. This is because the descrip-

tion does not pinpoint the nature of the health Oroblem.

In the industrialized countries, where doctors and

nurses are more readily available, it Is expected that

the respondent will simply be passing on to the'inter-

viewer what the physician has told the family. Hence,

a lot of data can be classifed by diagnosis in some

detail. The same cannot be said, of course, of much
of thg data Oat is reported in a developing country.

A more subtle problem is that the perception of ill

health which triggers the reporting in an interview/ ,

is subject to variation associated with cultural nolm

Blood pressure ot the red.blood cell count can be
measured without regard to culture by clinical means, but

whether a person reporto he/she has trouble from dizziness,

--hladaches, or constantliredneis depends greatly uppn_the
cultural norms.in the population of which he/she-is a

member. This variation hampers the comparison of health

measuves between districts within the country and between

countriest

Despite these'disadvantages the health interview has, in our View,

great possibilities for the measurement of morbidity in developing

countries. Ways'that the.usual survey might be improved through research

for use in LDCs will be diScussed in a later seetion of this paper.

Method C -- reporting by doctors, nurses, clinics', and hospitals

of illnesses they observe in the course of providing care T- is the least

expensive of the methods of measuring morbidity, but it is also likely to

be the least satisfactory to- LDCs. The problem is, of course, that the

reporting of disease is entirely dependent upon the adequazy of the

health care resources. No uncared-for illness can get into the statistics,

and the amount of-disease and injury included tends to be positively

correlated with the avVlability of doctors, clinics, and hospitals to

care for the problems. In industrialized countr"ies such data are
. _
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collefted but they-are not usually relied ,upon to measure the health of
the population.* They:are used, instead, for monitoring the operations
of the health care system developing countries the emphasis in the
measurement of health has to on the extent to which health care needs
are being met, and, for this p'tspose, the cases coming to medical atten-
tion cannot,by themselves, provide ansOers.

.Finally,'we have Method D, the collection of information about the
numbers and causes of death. This is the first method that was used by
the now industrialized nations to produce national figures on disease
problemsrtrends, and regional comparisons. 'The'registration of births,
deaths, and marriages emerged as a governmental function from recdrds
originally kept,.principally, by the churches to keep track of their
members' families: Eventually the records spme to _have legal and health
purposes as well, and, starting about two centuries ago, the registiation
and the production of statistics from the records was taken over by the
civil government.

In present-day developing countries the registration of vital -
events -- birth, marriage, and death -- is in varying stages of evolution,
but it is safe to say that, because of the enormous idportance oE the
statistiCal and legal.information they provide, every govetnment has the.
complete rec6rdIng of these events as a goal. Hence, some sort of partial
registration of births and deaths exists in every country. In- those

countries, e.g. India, where the excess of births over deaths threatens
to hamp'er economic 4evelopment and depress per capita income, the measure-

.ment of the birth and death rates to provide statistics on the.growth of
the population between censuses is given very high priority in the plans
of governmint.

NNevertheless, the worldwide statistics compiled by-the United ,

Nations and [lie World Health Organization revea.l that in many countries
even the numbers oi deaths occurring each year are very incompletely
counted. Registration.in the4urban areas is probably considerably
better than in rural areas.

To serve the kinds of purposes mentioned in the above section,
"Customary Uses of Statistical Health Measurespat the National Level,'I
the deaths must not only be registered reasonably completely (let us say
85 percent or better) but must be classified\by cause of death in some

For certain kinds of health data, however; Method C is, nevertheless,
the most dependable. Examples include: advance warning of epidemics
of communicable diSeases where marked change in cases reported in a
few weeks will show up 4n the cases reported by physician's, and cancer
statistics where the incidente of cases diagnosed in medical facilities
provides the only practical possibility for securing the medical details
needed for-cancer contreq..
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way. Without at least the age, sex, and cause of death, the data cannot
reliably be used to identify health Problems or to 'trace the degree of
'success in .dealing,with.them.

Cause-of-death data are often not available in countries where
the numbers of deaths by age and sex are reasonably completely counted.
Even when the cause of death is recorded, it is an expensive matter to
assign the numerical codes that permit the production of cause-of-death
statistics.* Where the causes are available in only part of a country,
a problem may be the availability of appropriate population denominators
for the calculation of death rates.

4:

, Statistics of mortalitY, however, are A fundamental source of
information dn the health of populations. Much attention will be given
in'developing countriep to the improvement of,registration of vital events
'and.the assignment of cause of death. Hence, research to find methods of
using'this source; even during the period.when the eventual system is
far froi its eventual goals, must be undertaken. As will be noted below,'
the World Health Organization's health statistics program has recognized
this need.

Approach to "Needed Research" in the Sections to Follow

In the remainder of this paper we shall be addressing what we
believe to be the Major needs for research before satisfactory measures .

of healtii can be obtained to accompany and assist tha social and economic
development of LDCs. It is taken as a premise that the presently avail-
able statistics in many countries of the world are not reliable or are
not appropriate measures of the health of the national populations. It

is also a premise that the resources for gathering better data are limited
in terms of both money and trained staff.

The oblem, then, is to find methods that are not too costly and
Apot.too .-manding of scarce skills. These-methods will not be thought of
as pe anent anSwers to-"th-e-lteeds f6r measuFes of health: With economic -\

and ducational development, it, is assumed, more comprehensive and sophis-
ticated systems,will_become practical. But such changesxuay be'decades
away, and there are needs that must be diet soon -- during.the.process of
development.

We shall focus entirely on the use of intervieW-type sample surveys
4.

Preston, Keyfitz, and Schoen2 include only 48 natiobs in their new
.volume on causes. of death: They point out tilat the produc.tion.of
cause-of-death statistics is of more recent origin than statistics
on general mortality. Even Sweden. did not collect cause-of-death
data for the entire nation until 1911. In the Unied States, it was
not Natil 1933 that the entire country was included ip the death,
regiatation area, although fairly complete cov,erage was achieved by
1920. A
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and on the development of cause-of-cleat statistics in the belief, that
these hold the'best hope for early res s that will be useful to national
planners.

Mortality Research

Registration Improvement: Testing, of Completeness

There'is no single group of social statistics que criticak'to plan-
ning than statistics on the size, growth, and characteristics of the
populations. Moitality statistics measure a criticel component of popula-
tion grovth but 'the 'statistics also form the basis for what can be a
valuable'indicator of health problems. The first need of the registration
system for deaths is that.the registration meet a standard of completeness.
We have, quite arbitrarily, set the standard at 85 percent on a nationwide
basia. At that level of completeness, or above, the data can begin t be .

useful; below that level 41,the emphasis should be on improving the
registration.

There are many obstacles that must be overcame in attempting 0,
improve the registrationaf-deaths, but two, in Raiticular. have proved
baffling.

First, the responsibility for registration in many national govern-
ments is located in departments with very little statisticil experp.se and
without a strong incentive to bring about more complete registration.
a recent analysisr-by Powell3 of the location of registration, responsibility
in 174 countries it is reported ehat 105 have a national registration ser-
vice; 50 have none; and.in 19 theistatus is unknown. In 84 of the 124
countries where the location of registration responsibility is known, that
location is in the ministry of the interior and/or the ministry of justice.
(Forty-seven of the 84 have a central registration service; in the
remainder it is decentralized.)

The compilation of vital statistics, on the other hand, is in.80 per-
cent of the instances the.responsibility of the central statistical oihfice
which is usually in the planning ministry, the finance ministry, or the
prime minister's office. In only 11 countries is there a national
registration service located..in the central statistical office, and in
another 12 it is known that the general register office also has the
responsibility for the compilation of the vital statistics. Bpth rpgis-
tration #nd vital statistics are centered in the health department In
ten additional countries. So, in at least these 33 there is some input
by,statisticians to the improvement of registration. (The author notes,
however, that arrangements for vital statistics are unknown in 20
countries that do have a central regiatration office; these, too, may
have a link between the statistician and the registrar.)

Hence, an administration problem to be overcome that should be
susceptible to a research approach concerns how best to organize the
responsibility for registration in a developing country to bring aboui
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more rapid improvement in the comPleieness of registration. dertainV,.

tha,involvement of the .central statistical'office Or.another office
staffed with knowledgeable statisticians would seem_ to be a prerequisite
for improvement because the legal uses of the recárds made.by ministriee
of justice and the interior:do notdemand the kinds of. data quality that'

are required for statistical purposes. This hypothesis could:be tested
be extenaing the kind of-reseirCh Powell has done into data.on'the-
historical development of registration in LDCS. In faet,'a straightforil,

impaktial historl.cal account Of the efforts to develop improved regis7-

tratiomin a dozn LDCS of varied characteristies.would be enormouilly
:valuable.

The second obstacle in attempting to improve the registration.of
:deaths is the difficulty in measuring registration completenes44 ihis

is a complex subject on which a great deal has been written."' a
It i& only possible here to su9m2rize briefly the methodological approaches.

There are two gpneral lines of attack. Bot have been used
principally to obtain the best possible estimates' of the birth and death

rates in countries where the registration system alone is noC reliable.

Obviously, however, such methods can also be used to estimate the com
'pleteness of death registration and, if used periodically,.to determine
whether the registration is improving.

One line of attack has been to use survey methods and registration,
jointly, in sample areas of the country.. Periodic household surveyg in
the sample areas are used to paquire about births and deaths in the
lamiIies at the same time that births,and deaths of perilous residing _in
,those areas are beiAg_yecorded through the civil registration system.
The'results of the dual systems are matched and classified into strata
according to'characteristics of the households. The objective is to

have matched data for groups of families that are as much alike as
possible. The matching produces tbree cells of a 2x2 table.of the
following type, using deaths as the example.

In Registration
System

Not in Registration

amok.
System To al

'In SamPle Survey

'Not in Sample\urvey

D12

X

f Tata D (Tcital)
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'*0.

Since the table consists of data for a reasonably homogeneous
group,of families, it is possible to assume that,the classifications
are *ependent. ThisVermits estimating1C from the Values of D11, D12,
and Dgl obtained by the matching. This, in turn, makes it possible to
estimAte D (Total). The completeness of death gegistration is, of

D11 D21
D (Total)

There pre variants of the-survey design and f the registration
system used, 'but the scheme des ribed here underlies the method. It was
first proposed by Chandra Seka and Deming.7

The other approach depe4ds upan. actuarial analysis of successive
censuses of the country. 'By exm.ing detailed age distributions of ,the
poplOtion in successive censuses and making certain assumptions,,ii is
possible to determine what pattern of mortality rates would have produced
the observed distributions. The,mortality rates cap be translated into
estimated numbers of deaths which can then be compared with the regis-
tered\deaths. '(A number of demograipers have written on this method and
variations of it, but Brass and Coale5I 8 are the names pow most closely
associated with it.)

.-

Since, a.great deal of.effort And money have alteadrbeen devoted
to dethodologige research on"measurement of the birth and death rates'
in LDCs, it is.not necessary to label this. asan -areas of "needed
developmental research." Nevertheless, it isstill.a fact that most I!

LDCs have verxmkncomplete registratieln oi deaths. Quoting Shryock and,
. ,

Siegal: 6, p.:391

The Uhit tions- finds deatli registration to be sub-
stantiall complete for most,cOuntries of the world,
including nearly all:of those=considered underdeveloped.

- According toan analysis of data which the United Nations
carried out Tor 1951,-55, only about 33 percent Of the
world's ,deaths were being registered, tht percentage
varying.regionally from 7 percentlor East Asia to 100
percent in Ninth America and England.

.. 1 . .

The situation has probably improved only a little since that time.

.
Yet every country badly,fteed the kinds of svetistics that a good regis-
tration system can supply. n efforts to, improve registration, studies
of the degree of Comp1etenes0, must be conducted. The problem, there-. ,

fore, is not so much one of developing new methodology, but of applyingl
rwre widely that which now
part of those responsible
planning for econoiic deve
tration is raised to at le

ORiste and stimulating greater effort on the
or registration. Health planning, as well as
opment, will be hampered until death regis-
st 85 peycent completeness. ;.
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Registration ImproveMent: The Use of Sampling

It_may be that satisfactorily complete regiatration of births

and deaths will not come about until ehe country tas arrived at a higher

and per capita wealth. In other words, the

achi v nt of complete registration throughout the country, which could

yield,such valuable data for planning socioeconomic development, might .

not occur until socioeconomic development has come about. The establish-o-

ment of a Iligh quality registration iys;em requires a heavy commitment of

eople and resources -- a commitment the country may feel unable to make.

If that is the case, consideration should be given to developing

registration in a sample of the geographic areas of the country.9
.

Intensive efforts to" register births and deaths in a sample of aras
permits the concentration of resources in a small fraction of the

country's land area and population, thus reducing costs to manageable .

levelsl. Yet inflation of the resultspfrom the sample areas will provide

unbiased estimates for the couptry as a whole, and the range of possible

error, or confidence limits, resulting from the saMpling can be stated,

provided ahefe is:grobability sampling. That is, areas must be selected

--ili'duch way that Ikbe probability of selection of any area is'knowit and'

,

is not z ro. Drawing the sample efficiently and setting down the estima-

tion equa
;,t

ions and the equations for computing the confidence limits re-

quire theassistance of a trained'sampling statistician. But if that 'set

of skills is noi available within an LDC, it can upually be borrowed\

/ ,

1 /

/ The establishment of ti al vital statistics based on a proba-

bility sample of areas in wh h co,:: .- te registration is undertaken is

now underway,in about eight differe countries.6 (India appears to be

the furthest advanced. Statistics or that country based on the sample

have been published since the late 'Ws.)
1

.

: o
.

Research and demonstration shou d be lauached on area sample

designs that will perdit a cOuntry.to start on a very small scale, per-

haps not more than a half dozen areas, and successively increase the

coverage of the sample until it completely blankets the country. The

aim should be to have at any one time a representative registration of

births and teaths, with modules of the sample that can be added as

resources permit. Each time an additional sample is added, the precision

of the estimates is improved, until eventually...the finite universe sampling

error is reduced to zero. 1

In,establishing a sample registration atea it is important to

keep in mind that sempling error is not the only source of error in the
--data. POorly trained registrars or shortcomings-of the registration

within the sample areas can introduce non-sampling'error. Despite the

best of eampling desighs, under-registration or inaccurate recordingrof

the cirduqptances of the birth or death will destroy the usefuln 0:

the data.
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As noted earlier, there is a practical limitation of the usefulness .

of mortality statistics for measuring health in LDCs. The use of such
statistics to identify heelth problenq and tp indicate unmet needs for
care depends upon knowing the cause of death, information which in
industrialized countries is provided in most instances by the attending
physician or medical examiner. What can be done when the great majority
of deaths 6ccur to people who were not being cared for by a physician at
the time of death?

A

In rural arezis of India this problem is being solved by sending
'paramedical personnel fram the Pramary Health Centres into the homes of
deceased persons ter gather information from relatives b)means of a
questionnaire about symptoms, anatomical sites and duration of complaints
óf the deceased person's final illness. The scheme was introduced on an
experiiental basis in 1965 by the Office qf the Registrar General. A
complete fild manual was later drawn up and; according to the late t
information 'available, is operating in 570 primary health centres s lected
to be repres4ntative of the rural areas.10 4

A similar approach is being studied in a projct being condu ted
by the School of Public Health in Zagreb, Yugoslavia. (This projec is
being funded through the P.L. 480 program and is the result of an a ree-
ment negotiated bettieen the United States and Yugoslavian governmen s.
The U.S. Government is represented by the National Center for Healt
Statistics.) The objectives may be quoted as follows:11

1. To develop a method of obtaining from the informant
at time of death registration, pertinent information
on causes of death for all age groups, which can be
used as a basis for producing useful statistics where
death occurs without medical certification;

2. To develop a classification of causes of death suit-,
able for tabulating causes of death without medical-
certification which can be merged with on ca es
of death with medical certification;

To determine the number cJ non-registeredkases,of
death in the local registration areas incluaed in the
study;

4. To conduct a study in a spectfic area using the
methodology developeein the first stage pf the study
to test the practicability of the procedures, and to
ascertain the-e-ffects of the method on the total
,statistics of qausee of death for the area.

Yugoslavia was considered an appropriate site for such a'study
since 31 percept of the 1969 deaths for the whole of the country had
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tause o death. spedified onlY by a laY person. Thia percentage was as'

high.as 60 percent in one district at the'time the study was initiated.

The field trial was to be conducted ift".an area with about 10,000

.

deaths a year Of which,about a third would be expected to. be .withodt

medical certification of, cause of deatk. VnfortunateIy, the project,

.set underigay in about 1972, has lagged badly andno report of results

is yet available. The data on'cause of death' were to have been.obtained

in a standardized:interView with a member of *he household of the deceased

person. The intervitw was:to be employed initially in samples-of hpuse!-.

holds-experiencing deaths.that had and had not been medically-teitified.

Thus,' resultscould be compared between the samples and .also With the

causes.suppliedby.the attending physician in that part of the;sample.

One redommendatio rging from the research is that an effort

musilbe madp to get behi symptoms that accompany the decedent's

final days, or hours, of life. It is not particularly helpful to know,

for example, that a person, in his/her death throes, was "struggling for

breath." P

It is our view, however, that research of this miture, if vigor-

ously-pressed forward, can within a few years produce results that can

be extremely helpful to LDCs in measuring health problems. There is not

a need, in our opinion, to spend a number of years developing an inte

narfonally agreed-upon classification of -syMptoms, though that wou

eventually beAesirable, nor is it necessary to attempt t6 rela the

syriaptoms on a one-to-one basis,with categories of the International

ClassificatiOn'of Diseases. The immediate objective should be to

classify the symptoms according to the likely problems of health within

ithe country and to begin to collect data on all deaths, or a representa-

vtive sample of the registered deaths, with both the medical certification,

if any, and the famtiymember's report of symptoms during the illness

*preceding death. -The emphasis, at first, should be on region-to-region

. comparability within the cauntry and on comparability over time. w

Of course, there is also need, as indicated ablre, for a vigorous

program of methodological research on lay reporting of causes o death

hefore the methOd Can be recommended to LDCs generally.

4
In concluding this section we would /ike to quote from a paper by

A physician wMp has had first-And experience wit4 problems of health in

a developing country, Dr. J. J. Leveuf, Technical Advisor to the

Directorate General of Health in Mali. The'papet is entitled, "Study of

Perinatal and General Morbidity and Mortality Statistics in Developing

Countries," and the opinion expressed is one with which we would heartily

agree:1'2

It would seem indeed that in these regions (rural areas, of

tropical Africa) the only way- of registering deaths con-

sists in encrusting this task to an administrative,or health
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official wi ,the mission of makinga general tour of.,the
villages,in his district every tuonth ,and interrogating the
person responsible for informing him an the deaths that

;have occOrred and the-circuMstances:surrounding th*m.
I If need be, he coUld obtain'additional information from

the family or ntar relations of the deceased persons. The
information collected by him would be entered In a register,
of deaths and.wou3,4 be.tahulated manthly.andor annually.

We do WOE know whether Leveuf is suggeSting an independelit regis-T
tration of deaths (where the legal.responsibility is in a different
governmental department) or whether the Directorate of Health has this
responsibility in the nations of tropical Africa.,. If the former, there
mightbe administrative obstacles, but the ideiTthatihealth officials
should regularly circulate among the local "re4AStrars" and se&ta. it
that the deaths are registered, including'particularly those of yoting
infants whose deaths are most likely to gri unreported, and that the
circumstances of death have heen secured fram family members,-, this

we'believe is the.right one for.the world's developing .countries.

New Methods of Anal sis With S ecial Attention to Preventable Deaths

It ii clear that, when a large proportion of deaths cannot'be
assigned to a categorli'bf'diseise or injury according to the Inter-
national Classification of Diseases, it is-necessary to think ofsanal-
yzing the data in ways that are totally different from those traditionally
used in the industrialized countries. The basis of this analysis should
not be the disease.af type of injury responsiblp but rather (1) the body
system principally affected (including, of course, the entire body in the
case of generalized infections); (2) a broad classification of symptoms
with such categories as fevers, wasting away Vithout fevers, injuries,
etc.; and (3) whether the death appears to have bien preventable. By
II

preventable" we mean that, within the bounds of present medical know-
ledge and without limitations of resources in facilities, equipment, or
manpower, the death, notpecessarily the onset of disease, could have
been prevented,

Can symptomatic information provided by a lay respondent be
analyzed in that way? It is obvious that in terms of individual
deaths conclusions about whether the death was or was not preventable
Imuld be wrong almost as often as they were right. In using the data'
for statistical purposes, however._ it is not'necessary that such deci-
sions be correct in a large proportion of cases. It is o ly necessary
that the aggregated information, that is, the statistics, carry a cor-
rect message -- e.g., thai the death rate per 1,000 popul tion for. .
preventable digestive systim deaths is increasing, or dec easing; or '

'that this death rate is much higher irOegion 4 of the c untry than it
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is in. Regiona-B through F.* Such conclusiens may.be correct .even though

the decisions'regarding individudeaths may.frequently.be wrong.

WhY Should we attempt to cicialify deaths according to whether or

not they could haVe been preventedl It is gradually coming to be realized

in' the iadustrialized' countries that Mortality statistics, even claSsified

ta by cause of'death,.4re extreMely insensitivemeasures of the population's

health,. Thia .is owing to,the fact' that large proportionS of the deaths-

result from causes Which either.cannot be prevented,atall by the utmost

application of modern medical knowledge or icannot bewevented at the ages

at which they ocetir.' .lience,' despite all of the best efforts of health

_p/anning and prograts'of action and the increasing availability. of

\facilities and manpower,.the death'rates ref.Use'to decline. They are

esvily weightedAiy deaths no one knows' hew to.prevent or deaths which

uld require much effort to prevent even if the .14a were known.(for

eiqmple, a death fiOm stroke in.s:persOn 85 years old). By eliminatiniv

such deaths:from the indices of mortality, mortality statistics become.

-much more usefulmeasures Of the health ,of communities: They more closely

reflect-success, of lack thereof, in the goals the public health program'

.is attempting to achieve: .-

This is, not likelY-to be SUch an important problem, of course, in

LDCs.becau4e, we assume; the typical pattern would be 'to havecmech lower

proporticins of non-preventable deaths. If 75 percent of the deaths -

either occur before the age of 25 or are due to communicable diseases;

fOr-ekample, thenthemortalitY indices will Wsensitive,to theAegree

of achievement of public health:gOals even y the remaining deaths are

not preventable: Nevertheless, the analysis should be designed:to focus

sharply on these, measures that'will reflect the goals of the ptibIlic health

effort,iven if it means excluding.some of thedata 9 In the peikthese-

goals, Welbelieve,. wfll most often be to prevent; first, unnecessary

mortaliry ,and, second, avoidable disability.

What is recommended here is a flexible, objective-oriented approach

to the analysis of mortality in LDCsdinstead of proPitless imitation of

the traditional analyses published year after Yvar by the inastrialized

countries. The lateer have outliVed their usefulness and are, we hope,

'in the process of change.

Another reason for advocating an analysis .keyed to body systems,

symptom tyTiZu-t..and preventabilityi though not Weglecting the demographic

* This paper does not attempt to deal with the questions of the,

availability4iof popUlation denominators for death rates in LDCS.

.It is assuMed that Very little socioecohomia progress can be made

without periodic,censuses and that such data are,.therefore almost

a sine .qua non for health planning.as well. In the absence oi

population figures, however,' some.limited cOnclusions can be d awp

Crom proportions of deaths in each category,' instead of death rates.
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charaeeertsUc5, jries iii tes ruuls. t,e].ief t atst4; bilcs eat s and .

theik causes-are one .of the few available sources of.information on popula-
, Lion health' that are.within the LDCs' practical res es. Since these'

deat41 will for4many yeacs be registered withotit a . i0eal cer tcan
of the cause in a large prdp4ation of cases:, it is eces'sary find ,

waYs Of making use of %tat is aVailable, instead of awaiting the day
when the data aie as complete and medically reliable 'ail one would like.
(Actaally,,thisi-advice appfies equally, well in'the wealthiest conntrieS
ofthe worid,,where e of their, admitted shoitcomings,,mortality
.staiistics ard',fre tly riticized and shunned by the perfectionists.)

*

search

Backgro'und f the Unmet H th. Care Needs,SyMptoT'Questionnaire
4

The eMphas'i in recommended research in .the area of morbidity...-
measures will be on the use of heusehold sample surveys to gather data
on symptomeof illness and disability (the latter being defined as'ap
inability, resulting fr40 ill health, te carry on the activities norMeI
for appepon of a giAn ege and sex). Of particular value to LDCs, we\
believe, is the research that has been condotted on seandard symptoms'
lists used to4novide inditators, of unmet needs for health care..

\,

The-basit idea of the unmet 'health care needs symptom question-
naire is veryftimpl.e.. First, iihysicians are askecrto agree on a set of
'symptoms, ranging from all the body Systems and including.generalized,
sythptois sucb that the-existence of any one symptom would, under'ideal
conditiOnsl warrant qeeking medical a.t.tention and receivingicreatment or,
at'least, a thorough examination.

9
V

0,- Second, the list of symptoms is elrpressed in th,e everyday language
of the people. If 'there are idltuage problemi,'Che equivalentS" in each -

language or culture must.be folea

. ' Third, the,popalarized t of9§ymptems is incorporaed i.a hodse-
hold questionnaire (which may, of coese, include questions .trn other
-health matters and will certainly include ques;ions ori the dEe, sex,.and
other characiériStics of the members of j.11R household). The objeceof the
symiltoms list in the questidkhaire'is tp determine for each family member
whether\he/she has had experience with that symptom Auring a define.d
period oi the past, usuAly thir past three-months.

fourth, each.time there is a positive response'regarding a ioymptom,

a follow-up question 'is asked to determine whether any help or advice has'
bien sought and; if so, from What sourcd,

0
.Ttie preSportion of people havln'g one or more symptoms-that hag gone

Auntated'.is*an it:Welt of the amount of anmet need ior'health care in the

7
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sample of household*It?cluded in tne survey. .The symptoms tau d s

..groutied by body system or other characteristics of the symptom Xo.define -

further,the nature of,the unmet.needs. 1
A

The particular advantage af such aluestionmaire for LDCs Is .the

simplicity of the survey. The instructions.are easy to master so an\

interviewer who can read, write, and understind simple Maps can be trained

to do the field, work. Adilyais is also relativefy simple. Yet the kind

of resulis produced seem Wectly xelevant ta the needs of health author-

-,
itIes,aud the uses mentsioned in the above section on "Customary Uses of

Statistical Heatth Measures at the National Level."

: To our knowle4eithe first development and use bf such a question-

.%na re was,by the Bureau of Agriculture Economics of.the U.S. Department

af Agriculture. Beginning in).944, the Bureau began to experiment with

uch a set of questions for measuring'health care needs of fafb families,

At-that time the questions were part of a .general standard-of-Iiving ,

questionnaire including sectibns on food, clothtmg, housing, transporta-

tion, and eduction.13, 14 .

SubSequently, th'd quest.ionnaire was t ted

areas of ieven diffefent States. The secovid test

symptoMs, but. this nnmber was later reduced to 22

ambiguous having been deleted or changed. During

. results were regularly reviewed by physicians Oho

z. ment of the list. "1

I"

in two stagbs in rural
included over 40

, those proving most
this tepting, the
helped.in the refine-

In 1946, a sample of families in three counties in MiChigan was

interviewed using the,revised list of symptoms-,*.and a subsample,was asked

tp come to Fiinid'for an examination.soon after the interview. The

eicaminatioil-was designdd to test the validity of symptoFs question-

'naire as to the finding of an unmet need for medical care. In 80 percent

of-the'153 indiv.idualeexamined, the finding of a need 'for medical atten-

- tion or no ne4 for medical attention waeconfirmed. Six percent.were.

la,Ise positive's (that ih, .the replies to questionnaires indicated a need

fot-tedical attention, but the exaM failed to confirm it), and 14 percent

were,fdlse negatives. The net measures were 46 percent needing'medical

attention accordingsto the interview and 54 percent according to the

"examinavion; This degree of validity was considered. highly satisfatory,

especially since a substantial part of the error arose from only two body

Systems,.the teeth and the eyes.
N

A

In,1948, the symptOms approach was included in a statewide survey

of Michigan (exclusive of County),15 and extenstve tables of results

wpr'e p blished; By this-tipe the list of symptams had been further te-

vised 4id inclu4ied-27 items.

The next application of the general teehnique of symptoms report-
,

"ilig of which we are aware was made beginnihg in f955 iu a po.pulqtion of
E

a
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. two Eskimo communitiei on St. Lawrence island in ,the northern Bering
Sea region. This application was initiated by a doctor of veterinary
medicine, Karl R. Reinhard,. who at that time was with'the U.S. Public
Health Service's Arctic Health Research Center in Anchorage, ellasha.ft
The objeCtive in this ingXance was somewhat different. There was no
question of creating an *lex of unmet medical care needs; health vet.- -

vices ih the communities, which had no resident medical or even para-
medical people, were provided by an itinerant public health nurse and
$chool teaqlers. The problem was to provide some kind of continuing

'hes th surveillance that would yield data for planning and evaluating
.haa th service's for geographigally and culturally isolated commUnities.
The olutton, nevertheless,ogas not basically different.

A lkot of symptoms was "developed based 'on xhe kno4ledge of people
who had dealt with theSe communities. The list was iirst expressed in
everyday English and then, with great cargo translated into the Eskimo
equivalents. The actual collection of data, however, differed from the
earlier application in that it involved no trained interviewers from out-
-Ade the community. Instead, members of the co...unity were inlisted to.
keep prospeetive.retords of the occurreice of the symptoms, the names and
ages of the individuals affected, the yeekly period of the report, and ."
the source of treatment, if any. The illnesses were described in nart-
tive form but, essentially, in a simplified language agreed upon in '

advance. Births and deaths were also recorded. Reports were mailed:to
Anchorage each week and periodic visits.y4e made to the island to feed
back the statistical intbrmation, discudYrreporting problems, 2114 incor-
porate improvements in the systea.16

t.

Reinhard.continued and extended this-work after moving to the'
Alealth Programs Systems 'Center or the Indian Health Service. .The list
of s9mptoms,was organized,into six Sytptom. Description Headings, including ,

one' for Mental-Social-Behavioral,'and.to these were' added:sets of modifiers:
such ap the circumstances of occurrence, the e5ctent or seyerity of the

.symptom, the anatomic location,)and causes of. injuries. He also studied '-
the interrelationships of symptdms and.the usefulness of data of this
type for other settings,

Summarizing what is,.for the purposes of this paper, the most
significant'result of his continuing wor*is a quotation yom a paper by

rd:17

An operable, rcliable llnes
on the participation ol,the
or she and the health profes
tive means'of communication.

0

V

reporting system can be based
averagecitizen., as long as he
sional have established an effec-

Dr. Reinhard w s appirently unaware of the earfier Agriculture-
Department-sup orted workr. at least., there is.no referepce to.it-

fin his papers.
.

1
,

. , ,

A
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It is surprising to find how few words are needed to main-

tain communication about cdmmon illness. Pragmatic analySis
of the'study cited previously showed that 343 descriptor-
modifier combinations were used in describing the illnesses
occurring over a 65rweek period of time, among 287 persons,

of all ages. But only 38 of those descriptor-modiffer com-
binations were used ten times or more during the entire

'period.
%*

Current Reseatch'on Symptom Reporting

In recent years.. WHO has evinced an increasing interest in what is

- &Scribed as "lay reporting of morbidity and morta1ity4" In March, 1973,

a consultation c?Ti the subject was held in Geneva.at which reports were
heard from several countries.18* Most had to do with the 1c67 reporting

of caeses of,death (those from 'India, Yugoslavia, Mali. and genigal) but

two, those from United States and.lbailand, dealt with morbidity.

The U.S. report was mentifoned in the previous section. Thailand.reported ;

on a system being tried there, first, among the-outpatients of an urban

hospital and two health_centers; second, in two rural health centers; and,

third, by "communicators" (volunteers trainecPtó adMinister the basic

questionnadreR) in rural viilages, apparently by visiting the families in'

their homes.19 In the Thailand trials, as in the Eskimo population, the

eiphasis seeded to be on'recording 'complexes'of symptoms km which
particular disease conditions'coad be inferred, instead of the simpler

objective of ascertaining nnmber.of persons in need of medical attention.

In November, 1976, the WHO Southeast Asia Region.assembled a

Working Group.on Lay Reporting of.Morbidity and Mortality. A number,of

'countries of that region reported on their experience, but we have not yet

apeen these papers r4róduced.20. The subject of lay reporting of morbidity
andmortality alscrtaMe up At the International Canfererice on the Ni

Revision of.the International Classification of Oiseases in 1975, bu

there the principal aSpeEt discussed was systems of classification.

abere may wellbe a numbdr of countries now experimenting with the

use of questionnaires in which health is Measured by.the iecording of

symptomsi,t Certainly, 'cas LOCs become.aware of.the critical need far esta-

blishing health sur.eillance programs for early warning of new health

problems and for inputto health planning, the interest in systematizidg

the collection of dataon symptoms of-illness and injury can be.expected -

'to- increase, But the Oractical field trials being conducted are scattered

all over the world, and it IA extremely difficult to 'keep tr4ck (if what is

going on.'
'5

* There had been a previous meeting on a similar-subjec in SUI; papers_
from that meeting were not available to-the author at the time this

paper was written.
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tamdardizatit4r*T-1-ntermreilmai-1: I

It seems that a good deal of the discussion of systems of morbidity
reporting-for Use in countries with very little organized.medical care
.revOlves around the question of the relationship of the symptoms, or
'symptoms plus modifiers, to categories of the International Classifiration
of Diseases'(lCD). Furthermore, there is already concern about inter-
national cdmparison:

Wour view the time has not yet come to be wrestling iaith either
of these questioni. The 4:Validity and usefulness of the data do not depend*
upon being able to draw conclusiOns about the particular disease the
reported symptom? imply. What matters is whether the symptom.ar symptom-
modifier categories are unambiguous, understood,by family members, accu-
rately recorded by the interviewer or other reporter, amd properly
reflec.ted in the statiStics. It is also most iMportant that the.set of
symptoms:about which questions are askedopteet thr4 criteria:

1. Relevance to the likely health problems of the country.

2. Of sufficient gravity that they rdquire, in.the opinion
of experts, medical attentione at least to-the extent of

. determining what the disease problem is.

3. .Expression, in the actual questions askedin terms of
the dvbryday vocabulary of the people of the area and in
as objective language as can possible be devised.

. For thb time being the objective should be-to make the results as
usef4l as pessible'to.tkte health Authorities of the LDC. Perhaps ten
years from now it would be appropriate to begin ngto think about introduci
international comparabil \1H ty.

A Program of Testing and Validation

In line with the principles set forth in the previous section,,the
validity testing needed before the symptoms -ecording system is.ready,f4r
widespread use in LDCs can be describedl It shoul$ be designed to answer
thelollowing"set of,questions.

,HOw clear is,the understanding of the responding family
member of the terms used in describing eath symptom? If,

the same.person ith interviewed a second time a week later,
are the responses the same., making allowance .for tbe
elapsed time?

a. How.much difference does the recall period (the previous
,three mbrIthS, the previous month, or the previous two
weekOlOake in the relative Irequency of hew symptoms
reported, meking allowance for the length, of the-interyal?

- 80 -
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OR

4.

If Aifferent interviewers visit ui1esOte
same population,. how much difference is foiind between

the reSults in the subsamples? .(Such aifferences can

be assumed to result from variation aMong intiyiewers

in how they perform,their tasks.) .

4. If doctors examine samples of the members of the same

families tha Uere interviewed:do the doctors confirm

the existence of the same symptoms that'Were reported?

(It is assumed that the doctors have not had'access to

the interview rsu1ts. but conduct their own-querying as

well as administering an examination.) Do the doctois

confirm the need-for medical care for the symptoms re-

ported? How,often and for what conditions does the

doctor see a need for care or further testing that would

not have been-assumed on the basis of the interview

results alone?

If data-for the population of an area are gathered for

several years', what changes emerge? If 5.berp increases

are found for particular,sets of syipto si* does inten-

sive epidenhological eyaluatio4 cotifi the existence

of a new health.program there?

'

, 6. How do the health atithorities of the country and parti-
- *

cularly those resporlsible for health planni react to

the existence of the new statistics? Do they find they

can pbe :them in .their work? If rfot, why not? (They

-should cirtainiy have been involved in the planning of

the data colletion system, but the test of usefulness'c
should be based upon whether the statistics'are consulted .

in:rel.atiod to new health issues that arise.).

.fe

ItTwould:be desireple,.if possible that a data collection system

for syAgtoms (including.simitom modifiers of--the t)pe.devel ed by: .

Reinhgrd) be experimdnted wrth in .several countries, There houlci also,

be a forum, presumably provided by WHO, for exchanging info ation among

those carrying out the research, as-well as ameng countries ich have

had experience in'collecting this type of morbi(lity data.
. .

t /1
Ohe very practical issue about which there may be some isagree7

-ment c-which welotsh to axiAesg ad opinion pertains: to the manner

in which data a actually collected in the field. Reinhaed used repeirters

from thedgegnuni
o'volunteeied.for'the task of recording the symptoms .

and related-Items, an ;he data'were.sent to the headquarters in.mailed

reports,. Perigdie visies were.made to the communities to keep he report-

Tttig oritrack. Thisarrangement ha'd many-advantages because of hd deep

*Anvolveiient of the-community leadersabd, the opportun4y for fe d ack of

'information. The community' members
felt ehemselves to be a par of the-:-
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a

p o-f Jtravel wone) ...as compared wi th

the use of itinerant interviewers who w uld have had to travel significant
distances at heavy costs.

%.

It may be that in areas where travel is especially difficult this
is the only alternative worth considering, and it is certainly,worth ,
further experimentation in areas, other. than Alaska.' But the sys4em has
one very serious disadvantage, so serious, in fact, that, if it is possible,
trairied.interviewers who trayel at least within one district-should be
used. There has been a great deal of research indicating that despite
careful training, reporters or interviewers collecting intormation on
.subjcts in thellealth and siFial areas differ from one another in the way
they record theAmformation needed for the statist' s. If those reporters0
are Volunteers,41iving in the.community with only i frequent contacts with
thos who 'designed the systegtand will analYze the results, there are bound
to b idiosyncrasies associated with the data for the "cluster" of,-*.ntivV-
ualS covered by one reporter. If that "clustee'consists of persons resid-
ing An a small ge9graphic Orea,'the idiosyncrasy introduced by the reporter,
is Confounded witk the inherent characteristics ;of that group a people. --

. InterTtation becomes. very diffical,t. - .

.. .

This meaturement error problem maybql;inimized-either by 4a,king
1 .. .

.the clustee: a$ small as possible (a single fa:hilly, ,perhaps) or by having
4 -each reporter or Aterviewer cover'a subsample of the entire;ippul4tidn. .

iBoth of these extremes are genera4Y,impractical (except in mail surveys),:.
and the compromise, s.itien the informatioh is to'be recorded'from arlswers tq
questions in a face-to-face interview, iS"to have the areas of interviewers'
assignments overlap w much as-possible. Overlop can only be arranged if
the interviewerS' woriis assigned from a field offie-of heacilquarters. --,--

The supervision of interviewing from one or more field'officesialso permits
, ongaipg quality control.operatioris,-such as rechecking a,sample of eacigi- ,.

. .

interviewer 's, work.
4 \ t:

It is only by means such as ;hese that thevivality 0 data collected
by asking questians in households can be assured.1 Nev'ertheless, the feed-
back of resultsAto.those who supplied the information (in the forp of
statistics, kof course, so that family preacy can be maintained) is very
much to be ekcouraged'and will help to insure the'córitinued!assistance by
the commanities and their leaders.

1ft

Other Possibilities in the.Morbidity Arealt4ith Particular Refefence to
'Surveys Of Disabil4ty

A problewvith.surveye based _wholly on sytploms Is that it is
,difficalt to jadge the seriousness of ttallealth probleMs revealed.One
way of sorting oat the .problpms vorthy of iattention is the method 4ed .
in the' early. studieslv .the.Bureali,of,AgrigultUto Economics, cited earlier. ,

That is to 'have the list of.symptoms reviewed bY.physicianOta eliminate
kall those'thatimuld.ndt4of themselves, require medical attenticen;

-

a
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This is certainly a desirable step, and the review should take into

account disease problems that are suspected or known to be particularly

prevalent in the country. (Hence, the results may differ fram country

to country, but Aiernatienal.comparability is not, as we have said, a

prime objective at this svge.) 4*

Another approach to the matter of classifying symptoms by their

_gravity is to add after each positive respon4 a question about the
extent to which the symptom has interfered with the daily activities

that are usual for ie-person'of that age and sex. (The question wordin

may have to be somewhat different depending upon the age and seX of th

individual reported to have a symptom.)

-We shall not attempt here to go into the actual wording of such

questions, but will add a word-of caution. The recoMmendtion-to use

lists of symptoms in interviews for sample surveys in LDCs is based on

rwo features of the method; ,(1) their apparent suitability toi the,

health measnrement problem in countries in whicfAthe people-have very

little access to medical care, and (2) their-simplicity. They.have the

!virtue Arequiring a minimum of training in the actual conduct,of the

ipterview. The addition of'questions about interference with daily

activities adds somewhat-to the complexity of the inte7iew and. the

'training requirements. This disadvantage must be weighed against the
added value of.the results.when the symptoiS can be graded by their

severity... .

. 0

4.

&who ly different strategy in the interview-type survey for.the

measmiemeni .f health is to build the morbidity.interview entirely around
questions about disability, or interference, with usual activity. ,This

is often described as the "behavioral",approach. Instead of asking . .

directly about departures fram healtfi, one asks about'ictiOns that may

have, been taken as a result of.ill.health Such actions'may,be of twO

types: seeking heIp from someone the person believes can cure him/her;

.and/or restricting ote's activities. It is likely that these two kinds

of responses to fieling sick or Sustaining an injury ate coimon to all

cultures in one'form'ar another. it must be kept in kW,' however, that

the point on the Continuum of discomfort at which an ndividual takes a

particular action may differ great1y between countrie 0/1-evt.n betwee'll

city.dwellers and people residing in rural areas. th factors thatcan

bring about.such. differences Are fairly obvioui. It' tbe .tase of seekitg

help, the point%at which the actian is taken depends u on the avail.ability;

and convenience of the ,h-41p, One's psychological attft e toward ill health,

whether it cosis anything atd, if so, how much, ad he her-one thinks itle

ilelp will be effective-: In. the case of.rest.rict 1 actiiii,tie,e, .thd1 .

point'oeaEtion dilOrs depending upon,how seriou believeS the

restricted activity will affect his/hre'abiliy. t.
, . I ,

g.4
sfy othar.4eeds,

such as earning a living, preparing mdalse or ca ing or chiXdren. .Again,

pne's overall atiitude toward ill health mak.a ibt ef difference..' 6 .

. i

e§
I.

A .
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: 4.4

Is it God's'will, the inevitable lot of humanity, or something the person;
the doctor, or the government should be able to do something about?

In the Health Interview Survey, conducted as a part of the National
Health SuiVey in the United States since 1957, it is recognized that re-
stricted activity due to illness, particularly a day lost from work by
the.family\breadwinnér, means a different -41* to the farmer and to the
.city office worker with paid sick leave.

Despite these known problems, of interpretation, the measurement of
ill:health in terms of behavioral criterla is considered to have an
advantake of great objectivity when compared with-attempting to discern #
the existenCe and degree of.ill health through such a direct question as,

-"Were-you or any member of"your family, sick last week?" The reason for
the preference of the behavioral approach can readily be appreprated.when
one considers,the subjectivity of the concept of being "sick." Further-

:more, classification of a nation's.popuIation in terms of its disability
stitils has mealting both for economists and demographers.21

. 'Without belaboring thisToint, foi thd use of LDCs, the' dirett
questiOning about-specific symptoms4 each cons itered Ily.medical experts
to be. sufficiently derious to warrant medica attention, or, if-that seems

too"restrictive,4mestione'abotit reitricted ctiVity re'sulting from
illneds or injury, is to be pteferred. 'With a somewhat greater COmmitment.
.of iedources, ,the two types of meadureMent can be comhineth

In general, moreover, the use of a data collection system depending
upon a t9rps of field workers asking stantard questions or a represdntative
sample of familiei is much to be favored over, an attempt to _conduct standard
examinations or to rely on problems of health brought to,the attention of
health workers by the people themselves. We are speaking, of colkse,tely
of the measurement of general morbidity, not,the meaiutement of the pre-

. valence of a specific disease or related grop of'diseases or impairmetts,
an; the problem addressed is how best ui gather such information in the
typical LK which must rely almost entirely on its own limited resources:

This is not to say that such means of measuring health in I.DCs are
already developed and ready to go. The pgpblem pf implementirig such'
surveys in, Say, a country of tropical Africa,,particularly the sampling,
'logistical, and training problems, are many-faceted, but there is no
fundamental reason to think they could not be overcome in the course of
a program of trials, developmental research, and demonstration.

'Co4clusigns, .

Thoupts on Implementation

As indicated in the previous section, there is n inherent reason ,

why surveys of the type described there (in very general terms) :annot
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carried out in any pc in'the world.* The same holds true for the ideas

put forward in regard to improving mortality statistics by conducting

research of the factors operating to hinder efforts to improve death

registration;; by establishing means to measure the completeness of death

registration while moving to improve it; and by securing lay ,reports of

causes of death and analyzing them with particular regard to their

Preventability. None of these-is basically unfeagible.

The difficulty-arises in convincing international agencies and

the governMents of the countries.concerned of the importance of putting

substantial resourcek into improving the data avaiOftle,about the basic

s,health problems of the people. The tendency is, quite naturally, to cow..

Nader that services come EirStvend that statistics are a luxury. But the

More difficult it is to come by the money to provide health services or

train people; the\more necessary it becomes to have'some trustwolghy

statistics to show whether the investment is paying.off.'

The most familiar answer, then, is to-be satisfied w±th data on

increasing numbers of services proViited and people trained. Those figures,

it is said, puffice to show haw 'successfully the 'money hassbeen spent.

Such an answer may temporarily serve to.demonstrate effeCtiveness, but

the critical questions remain: Are we attacking the.prpblems that need to ,

be attacked in health? Are.the Services addressed.to the right popula-

tions and health problems? Have the problems been alleviated?

No matter how poor a country may be, it must consider how best to

,deal with the disease and public health.needs of its citizens. It can

do this better if it has available impartial and credible statistics on

mprbidity, disait.lity, and mortality in order to rationalize its planning

and measure its progress or lack of progress. Obviously, the battery of

data series that have been created and proved worthwhile in the United

States, for example,.should not be a near-range goal for the LDCs, anymore

than the capital-intensive, technolagy-idtensive agricultural methods of

the U.S. .But lahor-intensive and technologically simple methods are
suitable and should be put into place, and it is methods of this type in

measuring health that we have, at least superficially, attempted to treat

in this paper.

Final COmment.on the Relationships to gocioecc:momic Development

Whether an increased per capita income, improved literacy rate,

and ati increased i)roportion'of the labor force with some formal education'

are neceSsary prdcursors to better sanitary conditions and lowered morbidity

nd disAbility:and 'reduction of unneceisary mortality, or whether *he

reverse cause and effect operates-- this is not the critical'questian.:

Almost cOtainly.both forcesHoperate simultaneously. The point is that

economic and social develoPment and an attac on the heallb.problems-:

that may be partly repponsible,for,holding the,population in povertyand

ignorance must go Wind-In-hand and simultaneously. Just as pe4le of the
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developing countries have begun to have rising expectations for the
economic and social well-being of their children, they have also begun,
we believe, to learn that,constant discomfort and debility owing to
endemic diseases, recurring paralyzing epidemics, Unsafe.surroundings,.
lowered resistance'and poor physical condition resulting froarmalnutrition
and undernutritiop, and eitly death are not.humanity's inevitable lot.

. The statistics of health and disability are au undramatic but
,

necessary part Of the efforts to imprbve,health.
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